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REMOVING A HIGHWAY HAZARD monoN for pomeroy

MASONIC CENTENNIAL

THURSDAY
ISSUE

King Solomon’s Temple Chapter R. A. M.

Plant Manager Is Elected Vice President Of

Celebrating 100 Years’ Existence Tonight

Lawrence Portland Cement Company

THE BLACK CAT
By The Roving Reporter

John M Pomeroy of 260 Broad Company two vice presidents, the
way, Rockland, has been elected a other being William H. Klein of,
vice president of the Lawrence
Portland Cement Company, it is
revealed by an announcement re
ceived from the company's execu
tive offices in New York.
Mr. Pomeroy is a long time resi
dent of Rockland. He has always
been active in civic affairs, his
most recent
contribution being
made this past Fall when he served
as chairman of the drive to raise
Dec. 25 will always be an espe
additional funds for the Knox
cially happy day for the little
County Hospital.
daughter of Mrs. Rose B Ulmef of
I 1887.
A graduate of the University of
Port Clyde. Born on Christmas
Present officers of thc Chapter are
Maine, Mr .Pomeroy spent his first
Day, 1949. Birthdays may merit
Albert E. MacPhail, high priest;
working years as an engineer in the
an extra stocking.
Robert L. Kurr, king; Charles M
paper manufacturing industry, with
— o—
Foote, scribe; Martin S. Graves,
the St. Croix Paper Company. He
Arch Scutar cf tlie Lewiston
treasurer; James E. Stevens, secre
joined the Lawrence organization
Journal has discovered a deluge of
tary; Horatio C. Cowan, captain of
in April 1928 when the cement plant
Christmas cards not < ne of which
the host; Sterling E. Morse, prin
was opened in Thomaston, and has
lacked a signature. The Black Cat
cipal sojourner; Arthur L. Andrews
been making
"Dragon" cement
also had a deluge, but, is still guess
John
Pomeroy
Royal Arch captain; Pc'cg D Brad
there ever since, for about the
ing as to the senders of several.
ford, master of third vail; Adin L.
past ten years in the capacity of Northampton, Pa., where the other
—o—
Whitney, master of second vail; St. Clair, Arthur F. Wisner, William The hazard as it existed last Summer with only a fence separating the quarry and U. S. 1 at thc Cement plant manager.
Great is science. A Tulane Uni
' Dragon" mill is located. James H
Plant quarry.
Carleton E. Morse, master of first D. Talbot. Judson I. Crouse. Robert
Mr. Pomeroy's promotion gives Ackerman of New York is presi versity doctor has discovered that
V. Stevenson, Edward O’B. Gen a
vail; Samuel Shafter, sentinel.
the Lawrence Portland Cement! dent of this 118 year old business. if your index finger Ls shorter than
James E. Stevens, Charles C. Phil
Thc Program
your ring finger, you most likely
Organ recital, Stafford M. Cong lips, Axel E. Brunbcrg, Almon B
are a man.
Cooper, Ralph U. Clark.
don.
—o—
Leroy A. Chatto. Harold L .Rack
Invocation, Rev. John Smith
Ivy F. Brackett of 55 Broad street
liff, Allan B. Borgerson, Ernest A
Lowe, D. D.
has my thanks for a copy of tlie
Rogers, John A. Stevens, Roland O.
Solo, Raymond F. Pendleton.
Alexandria
<Va>
Gazette,
on
Christmas Cheer Spread Among 291 Children which his .on-in-law. Lewis W.
Banjo and Guitar, Howard Tarr. Rackliff, Robert A. Webster, Harry
H. Hanscom, Martin S. Graves.
Solo, Theodore M. Strong, Jr.
Weeks Ls employed Mi Brackett
Robert E Pendleton, Louis A. WalkMagician, Rev. Albert C. Niles.
By the Police Matron
was called to Virginia by lhe illness
! cr, William E. Koster, James M
Duet, Pendleton and Strong.
cf hLs daughter, who is still in
Pease, Winfield L. Chatto, Charles
Movie.
nurses’ care, but gaining.
Mr.
Address, M E.G.H.P. Adin L. Hop. A. Duncan, Albert E. MacPhail.
City Police Matron Mrs. Josephine work by Miss Eliza Steele of the Brackett reports very warm weather
M Rice, working with the city wel Rockland District Nursing Associa in Virginia, but found shirtsleeves
Climbing
The
Ladder
fare department, distributed pack tion whose knowledge of worthy the Winter style for men in Rock
Fell From Seawall
families is extensive.
land on his return.
ages of toys, clothing and other
Adding to the total of funds for
o
items
to
a
total
of
291
children
dur

Frank
W,
Rourke-New
Vice
And the Accident Sent Win
use in making up the Christmas
If Missouri is tlie “Show Me"
ing the Christmas season. These boxes were. Elks, Lions. Odds and State why wouldn't it be highly
President Of the Boston &
field Rytky, 12. to the
toys and other items were purchased Ends Club and Rounds Mothers proper to call Maine the “See Me"
Maine
and
Maine
Central
Hospital
with funds given by several clubs Club in addition to a targe number State.?
The appointment of Frank W.
Winfield Rytky, 12, son of Mr. and
of the city. Toys and clothing were of individuals who contributed.
- -o
I like those new Maine number
donated by students of the public
Mrs. William Rytky of 229 Main Rourke of Melrose as vice presi
Christmas dinners were distribu
school system lor distribution.
street, is hospitalized with injuries dent Operations of thc the Boston
ted in the city by the Elks. Kiwanis plates. One can distinguish the fig
Mrs. Rice was assisted in the Club and the Salvation Army
ures much better than he could
received in a fall from a seawall and Maine Railroad and the Maine
on those dingy oraiigc and black
hear the Holmes Packing Corp,
Central Railroad, effective Jan. 1,
plates.
plant about 11.30 a. m. Wednesday.
Farnsworth Museum
was announced by E. S French,
Sea Explorers
— o—
Dr. Oram Lawry, Jr., stated that
Mrs. Herbert Parsons of North
the child had received a scalp lacer president of bo h roads, along with !
Photos by Cullen
John Boggs, Sullivan
Reed, Haven didn't actually have dan
ation and contusions of the lower the appointment oi J. W. Smith of sidid protection against a car going into thc quarry i • now provided by the embankment of earth made in Winter Plans Are Announced Wayne Gerrish, Daniel Elliot passed
greens for her Christmas
the last few weeks.
back. He said Wednesday after Winchester as vice president, as- '
—Half Century Of Knox tests of apprentice for Sea Ex delion
dinner,
but she did find four
signed
to
special
duties.
noon that the boy would be held in
car could have struck it and toppled
plorers and were voted into the
County News
healthy blossoms, which were for
Rourke, with 41 years of service
the 'hospital over night for obser
into the quarry either as the result
Ship at last night's meeting Others
on the Boston and Maine, in his Cement Company Takes Steps To Prevent of a skid on a slippery highway or
The Farnsworth
Museum in passing tests were Paul Ross, Bruce warded to The Black Cat for In
vation.
spection.
Kermit St. Peter, manager of the new position will continue to carry
an accident at the spot. At one spot Rockland announced today the ex London, Stephen Dow, David Scar
— o—
Cars Crashing Into Lime Quarry
Holmes Packing Corp., said that on the duties of general manager.
the quarry brink almost extended hibition program for the remainder lott and Lewis Grant. Though
An Oquossoc hunter poked his
of
the
Winter
months.
Winfield had been playing with two He started as a telegraph operator
to the fence.
hampered by limited funds the ex head into a big hole at the base
Following the present exhibition plorers have nevertheless been do
other boys of his own age on the at West Medford, Mass., and filled
Company officials,
seeing the
of a tree believing he had trapped
seawall outside the main gate of the various positions in the Operating
Thc officials of the Lawrence existed. Route US I bordered the danger, caused the six-foot high of paintings and illustratiions by ing carpentry and painting the past a rabbit. The rabbit proved to be
Departn
ent.
In
1914
he
was
as

plant. About 11.30 one of the
Portland Cement Company arc to quarry with only a narrow strip of embankment of earth to be made Mrs. Dahlov Ipcar of Robinhood. fortnight at the Berry Engine House a 250-pound bear.
youngsters came to the office and signed to Woodsville. N. H.. as op be congratulated on the voluntary land separating the heavily traveled the past several weeks. The photo Maine wiil be an exhibition en headquarters. Two ice boats are
—o
erator and relief dispatcher, and
said that Winfield had fallen.
highway and thc brink of the graph below shows the embankment titled A Half Century of Knox being overhauled and made ready
One year ago: Out in Indiana
removal
of
a
highway
deathtrap
quarry.
Dr. Lawry was called to attend the his record shows a scries of pro
whgh extends along thc quarry County News prepared in associa- for service, if and when? The re Private Leo Connellan ate Rackliff
lad and he was moved to Knox Hos motions whicli carried him through where tlieir quarries border the
The height of flic crown of I tie edge for several hundred feet and i tion with Tiie Courier-Gazette will sponse for Christmas toys was good & Witham lobsters. Mr. and Mrs.
the positions of Trainmaster of the Rockland-Thomaston highway
pital by Davis ambulance.
highway aln,ost nullified the pos which would prevent any vehicle be presented in the North Gallery. but the bulk of them arrived so Charles S. Watts observed their
Last Summer the top photograph sible safety effects of a wire and from reaching the edge of thc At the same time Mrs. Marion late that all the work plaimed could golden wedding anniversary —Ger
St. Peter said the boy must have White Mountains Division in 1923.
tumbled 10 or 12 feet down over the and gencral manager of the Mystic was made of thc hazard which then cement post fence as a speeding quarry after a skid or an accident. Podkowa. formerly of Rockland will not be done. Anyone having carpen. ald Williams of Vinalhaven who
exhibit watercolors. Also in January ters tools (No matter how worm failed to register was sentenced to
seawall of granite grout, striking on Terminal Company in 1926. In 1931
the exhibition Greative Photogra which they would be willing to do two years in the Federal penitenthe Jagged edges of the stone in he was appointed assistant freight
That probably accounts for his
Benefit Union High phy will appear in the Mezzanine nate would do a great favor to the tary.—Charles H McIntosh was
traffic manager of the railroad, and How George Escaped
the fall.
pleasant and friendly countenance.
in March 1932 he was named gen
Gallery.
Sea Explorers. Call J. N. Southard elected chairman of the school
The soybean was once a “sacred” eral superintendent. He was named Chief Of Police, Pinch Hitter, George also told of another of (jis
In thc month of February Favor or one of the explorers. Next, Wed board—Deaths: — West Roxbury,
Methodist
Brotherhood
Plan
grain of thc Chinese.
general manager of botli railroads
disposal problems, wliich he was
ite Heirlooms will be presented to nesday's meeting will be dress Mass.. Sewell Payson, formerly of
Amuses His Lions Club
Doublc Event To Procure gether
in November, 1941.
very capable of attending to.
with French color prints of blues with a guest speaker
Cushing; Waldoboro, Clinton B.
Audience
Public Address System
J. W Smith has been vice-presi
George told us about one of his
thc late 19th Century featuring the
Stahl, 75; Aiea Heights Naval Hos
RUBBER STAMPS
dent-operations of the Boston and
Our scheduled speaker was un escape acts. \Whcn he was just
pital. Almon L. Cunningham, 48;
The Methodist Brotherhood of ( work of such masters as Bonnard,
TOWN NEWS
Maine
and
Maine
Central
rail,
starting
his
new
job
as
Chief
of
Po

North Haven. Harold W. Young, 58;
able
to
be
present
at
our
meeting
ANY SIZE
Union will held a public supper Dcsmoyer, Toulouse-Lautrec and
roads until his present appoint-1
Laurencin
Items of Interest from Warren, Willard Peters, 66; Cam
lice, he made a careful inspection
this
week.
Tlie
entertainment
On Order at
and entertainment Friday night to
ment as vice president assigned to
The American artist Rico Lebrun the Towns Listed Below den, Daniel L. Proctor, formerly of
committee decided to pick one from of the "paddy waggon." He looked raise funds for a public address sys
special
duties.
He
was
formerly
gen

will show his lithographs in March
it
over
from
the
outside,
and
then
Rockland 77; .Camden. William 1».
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
the Club members. So they sta
tem in Union High School. The at which time too, the musum will Appear in This Issue.
eral manager of both roads, and in
Richards of Rockport. 87; Medford,
tioned themselves on each side of proceeded to get into thc back of supper will be held in the vestry of
VINALHAVEN
recent years served on national
feature the oils, watercolors and
the
wagon.
He
was
not
more
than
Mass.. Carrie A Barnard formerly
WARREN
committees
conducting
railroad the doorway and as each went in, inside when the door slammed shut. the Methcdist Church and will be prints of F. Wenderoth Saunders of
WALDOBORO
of Rockland, 83; Camden Stella
they
tried
to
grab
an
unsuspecting
served at 6 o'clock. The entertain Sheepscot.
wage negotiations.
THOMASTON
McRae, 61.
As
there
is
no
inside
latch,
George
subject.
MIDNIGHT SHOW
ment will be held in the High
CAMDEN
The Knox County Camera Club
A convenient and inexpensive
Their efforts were not successful found himself a prisoner. George School gymnasium.
ROCKPORT
will hold its popular annual exhi
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
said he would have stayed there
way to remove grease from your
UNION
Featured on the entertainment bition in April and Josiah Tubby of
Saturday 11.15 P.M. pots and pans is to wipe them with until Chief George Shaw arrived. and starved before he would be
NORTH WARREN
If I had my life to live again, I
As he came a little later than oth
bill will bc magician Ernest Haskell Portland will exhibit watercolors
NORTH SEARSMONT
would have made a rule to read
old newspapers which you can buy
ers, somehow did not know just found in this condition, so he began of Augusta who has a new bag of i and drawings in thc Square Gal
SEARSMONT
some poetry and listen to some
Doors Open 10.15 P. M.
at The Courier-Gazette in large
to
puzzle
'and
think
out
a
way
to
DUTCH
NECK
music at least, once a week. The
lery.
bundles for 10 cents.
62 “aw what was going on. and did not es release himself. This he finally tricks for thc event.
TENANT'S HARBOR
loss of these tastes is a loss of hap
cape the “dragnet." We were forMembers of the Rockland City
An added feature of thc Winter
MATINICUS
piness.—Charles Darwin.
WANTED
tunate that George got “hooked" did, but thc secret is kept by George Band will give a concert during thc program' which will bc of special
EAST FRIENDSHIP
TIME IS NOT ALL
Camera and Optical Instrument i <or llis talk. "A la Will Rogers," and no one will know about it.
LINCOLNVILLE
evening, playing before and after interest to craftsmen will be an ex
We must begin now to plan to
WEST WALDOBORO
Repairing, American and Foreign ' brought many laughs from his listIf time were all. each passing
hibition of handwrought silver,
Haskell's appearance.
APPLETON
“X* "X!i' JSS? IS
i
°“ ■ «
»»>»-«» attend the District Convention at
year would bring
Profits from both events will be exact dates will be announced.
A deeper shadow underneath ills
Belgrade
Lakes
in
June.
Jerry
is
man of 30 years* experience. Koy speech was his scciet for not worThe month of January will see
added to thc fund for the public
wing
W. Miller, 27 Sea St., Camden, Tel. , rying. He has a rather unique way a candidate fer District Governor address system wliich Ls to be ob thc inauguration of the adult draw,
To cloud thc New Year’s vernal
and
our
Club
will
have
five
votes,
121-130 cf disposing his cares and worries.
blossoming.
ing and painting classes which will
tained fer the school.
providing we have that many Lions
If Time were all!
be held once a week in the museum
present at the business meeting. We
But Time is but a dream, and Love
JOAN CAULFIELD
business meeting cf the entire Club, studio.
certainly
should, and must have a
abides,
KNOX THEATRE GUILD
Sunday afternoon concerts of re
—
by
Bradford
F.
Burgess.
Iiove. the one fart, one truth with
WILLIAM HOLDEN
large representation from our Club
By Special Request Presents a Repeal Performance of
corded music will continue to be a
many sides.
and it Ls not too early to make plans
El Salvadore expects to produce feature of thc Winter program.
BILLY DE WOLFE
More loving often when his face
now to attend.
27,500 tons of miled rice in thc
The museum will be closed Sun
he hides,
Next week there will be a general 1948-49 season
And shadows all.
day, New Year's Day
WIFE”
By John Van Druten
Great Love Ls- God; through holy
As Busy as
STARRING
bondage. He
(Sequel to
[• MORE OPPOBTUNUT
(
iipid
in
Springtime
GRETA NELSON. DOROTHY BORGERSON
Makes all His children beautiful and
IN TOUR FUTURE
are the wheels nf our new
“Dear Ruth”)
free
EUGENE JELLISON
Automatic Printing Press
For that new golden year when
Produced and Directed by Alinou B (hooper
CARTOON
Love will be
SONG REEL
Bui we will find time to do
Our joy in all.
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE, DECEMBER 29

King Solomon Temple, Royal
Arch Masons, will observe its 100th
anniversary tonight with appropri
ate ceremonies in Masonic Temple.
Principal speaker of the event will
be Adin L. Hopkins of Camden,
address of welcome will bc delivered
by Albert E. MacPhail of Owls Head,
local high priest.
The organization is composed of
the former King Solomon’s Chapter
and Temple Chapter, King Solotnon
Chapter being chartered May 5,
IMS, and the latter on May 6,1885.
The two were consolidated as King
Solomon Temple Chapter, May 21,

kins.
Miss Madeline
Tap Dancing,
Oliver.
Refreshments and dancing in the
banquet hall.
Past High Priests of King Solo
mon Temple Chapter arc:
William H. Washburn, George A.
Miller, Leander Weeks, John Bird,
Barnard J. Weeks, Charles F. Kit
tredge, William H. Titcomb, Nathan
Wiggin, Oliver Starrett, William A
Barker, J. Fred Hall, Lorenzo S.
Robinson, Mark D. Ames,' William
L. Rhodes, Asa P. St. Clair, Erastus
P. Rollins.
Charles E. Meservey, Frank A.
Peterson. Alexander A. Beaton, Al
bert H. Newbert, Leonard H Snow,
Thomas J. St. Clair, Frank C. Flint,
Rodney I. Thompson, James A.
Richan. Curtis C Starrett, Simeon
M. Duncan, Leo E. Howard, Edward
C. Payson, Albert P. Blaisdell,
George T. Stewart,
Benjamin £. Whitehouse. Dana D
Wright. Frank A. Maxey. George L.

THE GOOD THAT CLUBS DO

“dear"

“VOICE OF THE TURTLE"

BASKETBALL

MUSICAL SHORT
All Seats 80<

Tickets Now On Sale

Strand
TELEPHONE 892
rajzmafarajajarajzjgfagfcfararzja

NELSON BROS. DODGERS vs.
BANGOR HOBOS

8.00 P. M.
TICKETS 75c plus tax
Tickets may be purchased at Walmsley’s Oi'U Store,
Conant’s, Bald Mountain Co., Daniels Jewelers and
Colonial Photographic Services, lne„ Rockland.

vour work—bring In your order.

Il nill receive careful, prompt
attention.

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND

» PUT 918.71 A MONTH
tn Series E Savings Bands
through The Payroll Seringa
Pten. IN 10 YEARS YOU WIU.
OWN SAYINGS BONDS WOBTE

2.30 P M.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 1

Benefit Knox County Chapter of the National Foundation
Infantile Paralysis.

Tickets 50r and 25c, tax inc.
129

129-139
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JOB PRINTING DEPT.
R. L. ANDERSEN, Foreman.
22-aw-tf

-Anon.

Tuesday, ,Jan 3. General Sea
Foods vs. Spruce Head; Gulf vs.
LOOT.
Wednesday Jan. 4, American Le
gion vs Rockland Wholesale; Post
Office No. 1, vs Post Office No. 2.
Thursday, Jan 5, Van Baalen vs
Elks; Central Maine Power vs Wa
ter Company.
Friday, Jan. 6. Maine Central vs
Texacos; Independents vs Lime
Company.
Tuesday, Jan. 10, Post Office No.
2, vs Texacos; Post Office No. 1. vs
Maine Central.
Wednesday. Jan 11. Spruce Head
vs Water Company; Van Baalen vs
Independents.
,
Thursday. Jan. 12, I.O.O.F. vs
Rockland Wholesale: American Le.
gion vs Gulf.
Friday, Jan 13. Lime Company vs
Elks; General Sea Foods vs Cen
tral Maine Power.
Tuesday Jan. 17. Water Company
vs Rockland Wholesale; Independ

Lucky Strike Alleys

All Leagues But One Having
Best Battles In Years—
The Shellites Cinch

ents vs Texacos.
Wednesday, Jan. 18, VanBaalen
vs. Post Office No. 1; Central Maine
Power vs Gulf.
Thursday, Jan. 19, Lime Com
pany vs Maine Central; Elks vs
Post Office No 2.
Friday, Jan. 20, General Sea Foods
vs. American Legion; Spruce Head
vs. I.O.O.F.
End of First Half

Second half to be
divisions, top eight
in division one and
division two. None to
petition.

rolled in two
of first half
last eight in
level off com

The Women's League

Jan 9, Nurses vs Jamb Dees;
Alley Cats vs Health and Welfare;
Has Beens vs Gutter Gussies.
Jan. 16. Has Beens vs Alley cats;
Nurses vs Gutter Gussies; Health
and Welfare vs Jamb Dees
Jan. 23. Jamb Dees vs Alley cats;
Nurses vs Has Beens; Gutter Gus
sies vs Health and Welfare

same old story Shellites. four,
points. Legion one point The Shells
gave the Legion plenty of oppor
tunity as they rolled the lowest to- j
tai of the year tfor them, that is),'

but the Legionnaires weren't on the
i By Joe Talbot
ball and failed to take advantage
The Fourflusher League race was of the situation. Bud Hoffman of1
narrowed down to two teams, this , the Legion was high man. with a
week, as the Spades eliminated the 266 total, and Bartlett's 263 was the 1
Hearts and the Diamonds treated
best the Shells could offer.
the Clubs likewise. Only one more
Capt. Tom Aylward paced his
match to go in the first half and
the Spades are enjoying a two point team to a four-point victory over
lead over the Diamonds at the mo the Rockport Boat Club with a
ment in the closest race since the I crashing 321 total and 127 single '
drganization of the league. Capt Dean's 268 was high for the boat-'
Glanina Ames sparked her team, men
In the red hot Speed league, the,
as she had been doing all the year,
to lead them to a four-point vic Aces retained their slim lead as
tory over the Hearts who have been they defeated the All Stars for five
exceedingly tough the past few points, with Frank Milliken's lead-;
weeks. "Gina' bowled 266, while ing by a 309 total. Father" Boyn
Margaret Colwell hit 260 to again ton rolled a nice 307 for the Stars I
The Lucky Strike A's just about
lead the Hearts.
Dot Thomas toppled the Diamonds luined the chances of the Clippers
with a 256 total and Benny Whit- as they topped them for four points
tiers' 246 was high for the Clubs, on the strength of Waldo Heal's
as the averages went plummeting 327 and "Tut" Whittier's 325 totals
earthward during one of those Richards, with 315, and Bob Mun
nights when the skinny maples are roe with 312, kept the Clippers in
the game. With two more weeks to
very tough to get.
The Belfast League operated at go, the Aces are three points ahead
full strength again as the Belfast of the second place LB.A.'s and
Shoe Company replaced the Cows these two teams will clash in next
I
who were dropped from the League week's battles.
The Lucky Strike B’s gained a
They started right off by dumping
the League-leading crusaders on little ground on the second-place
their respective noses, with H. Estes Rockets as they nosed over the
and C. Estes' pacing the attack with Giants, four points to one, the
totals of 321 and 303 respectively. Rockets losing to the newly formed,
Redmen was the Crusaders' most Braves who are replacing the ousted J
effective man as he posted a 310 Rangers. G. Man Clayter gained'
total. The Benders tumbled into his lost form to pace the B's to
third place with a four-point vic their victory, rolling up a total of1
tory as Barney Emmerton hit the 305. Capt. Maynard Smith rolled1
high spots with a 3C8 total while very steadily to outroll his team-'
Les Smith led his team with a 299 mates with a 284 total. With "Su
total.
perman" Young and "Capt. Mid
In the Hotshot, League, it was the night" Aylward both on leave from
the Rockets the Braves, paced by
Stevie McGrath's 307 total, nosed
of the "Rocks" by three pins in
THEATRE out
the total, to capture three points
while losing two. 'Donut" filled in
WALDOBORO—TEL. 1M
for "Superman" and very ably too
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinee*
posting a 303 total
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00
Only one more match to go, and
the B's are out in front of the
THURSDAY, DEC. 29
Rockets by four points. Next Friday
Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon
Errol Flynn, Robert Young
night tells the story of the first
in
half. Shake hands and come out
fighting (as usual I and may the best
“THAT FORSYTE
team win.

WALDO

WOMAN”

Slivers From the Alleys

With Janet Leigh.
Harry Davenport

FRL-SAT, JAN. 6-7
Double Feature;
Rogers,

Dale

Evans

in

"DOWN DAKOTA WAY"

“Post Office Investigator”

All the leagues, except the Hot- :
shots, are having the best battles
in several years.
The Belfast
League was having trouble with one
team, but with the advent of the
Shoe Company their troubles should

Great Tide Of Toys

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

COMMUNITY BOWLING LEAGUES

Rov

One of Two Sedans in 1950 Chevrolet Line

Editor. FRANK A. WINSLOW

THOSE FLYING SAUCERS

Have you seen the "flying saucers? ' Then you are a
victim of mass hysteria, or a misunderstanding of natural
phenomena. At least that's the way the Air Force puts it,
and the Air Force has devoted two years to an investiga
tion of the subject. The announcement of its final report
served as a denial of a story' published by True magazine
over the week-end which said the saucers were real and were
from other planets. The Air Force announcement tonight
said:
The Air Force has discontinued its special project in
vestigating and evaluating reported flying saucers cn the
basis that there is no evidence the reports are not the re
sults of natural phenomena. Discontinuance of the project,
which was carried out by the Air Force, was concurred in
by the departments of the Army and Navy.
The Air Force said that all evidence and analyses in
dicate that the reports of unidentified flying objects ar-*
the result of:
"1. Misinterpretation of various conventional objects.
"2. A mild form of mass hysteria.
"3. Or hoaxes.
"The project was established two years ago at WrightPatterson Air Force base, Dayton. Ohio, headquarters of
the Air Force's air material command. Continuance of the
project is unwarranted since additional incidents are imply
confirming findings already reached.'

The Styleline, one of iwo individually designed sedans j
which have achieved immense popularity with Chevrolet
owners, will have new beauty in 1950. Improved grille
work, sturdier bumper guards and mure tasteful orna- I

ON THE CASCADE ALLEYS
Christmas May Come, Christmas May Go, But

Sunday is New Year's Day. falling on the Sabbath for
the first time in 11 years, the Associated Press says. And that
authority also declares that public dancing and musical en
tertainment will have to stop at midnight—"if theres no
winking at the Blue Laws." But New Year's Eves appear
to be a law unto themselves

Bowlers Go On Forever

HOLIDAY TRAGEDIES

The Associated Press took account of stock over the
holiday week-end. and from the most reliable sources learns
that at least 580 persons met violent deaths within that
period. Traffic took 413 lives, fires killed 66, and 101 other
persons died in a variety of other accidents. The automobile
is a blessing in every day life, but in holiday periods has a
tendency to transform itself into a grim monster.

"UNHEALTHY WEATHER
"Such weather is unhealthy" In periods like those
through which we have just passed how often you may have
heard that expression. Yet the logic of it is not easily com
prehended. Can it be less healthful to walk on dry side
walks. and under sunny skies than it is to wade through
slush, facing blizzards? We may be all wrong but somehow
we don't feel that way about it.

What with playing Santa Claus, i Capt. Shields of the Pirates says
‘ trimming Christmas trees, sending ! they have just about got his goat.
past cards and trying to fulfill the j "P.M." Drew was back in the

1001
demands
that
Christmas: lineup with the Wymies in this last
makes upon us all. your corn spend- , episode and in two of his strings
ent has fallen behind on liis bowl- [ managed to get two spares in suc
Rugs wear better If they are
i ing reporting, but lie has a lot of i cession, something the "PM" hasn't
company for many of tlie bowlers | done since two-cent stamps went based on newspapers. Bundles 10
cents and up at The Courier-Ga
have fallen behind t o
up to three cents.
62*aw
In the words of one member of ! No high scores, but a respectable zette.
the Pirates' team there has been ( total, enabled tlie Wymies to garner
“some of the lousiest bowin' * 1 ever ' tills one into their victory column,
I did see" take place ill tlie Cascade! and it was Sanborn and Mills that
Alleys of late.
carried the weight of wood that
But the three teams in the Three , won. they being the only two who
I League must all be equally lousy ! managed to beat out their oppo
PEKNDABU
for they seem to keep abreast of ! nents.
PMMTIN«
one another and at the present writ
Pirates—Bickford 243. Loveless
SCKWCE
ing the Ganders and the Pirates 1 263. H Arey 268, Anderson 258.
Produced Promptly
are tied with seven wins each and Shields 276. total 1308.
on our
six lasses, while the Wymies are a ! Wymies—Grimes 240, Drew 263,
game behind with six wins and Mills 283 Sanborn 269. Guilford
seven losses.
273. total 1328.
No Job Too Big
Last Friday night the Wymies: The Palefaces got another scalp
Come In and Watch It Work
did their usual chore of beating : off the Redmen last Wednesday
up the Pirates by some 20 pins in I night leaving the Redmen with very
The Courier-Gazette
a hot match, in which the Wymies little hair and less wampum The
seemed to get all the breaks and | Redmen won the opening game of
Job

THE HOLIDAY'S TOLL
Sudden death was featured in the headlines of this and
most other daily newspapers over the holiday week-end. It
didn't make the kind of front page people like to read on
Christmas. It didn t make the kind of front page editors like
to put out. But the news was there and it had to be re
ported.
As of last night. New England's accidental death toll was
31. The nation's was 579. According to an Associated Press
survey. on< person died unnecessarily every 13 minutes dur
ing the period from Friday night to Tuesday morning. The
average for the past 10 months was only one every 18 minutes.
The moral doesn't have to be labored. There is some
thing about a holiday which makes us tragically careless
with our own lives and the lives of others. The extra travel
accounts for much. Seventy-three percent of the deaths
this week-end occurred in highway accidents. But appar
ently it goes beyond that. There is a kind of general let
down which makes us susceptible to falls, burns and other
domestic calamities as well.
Printing the ugly facts about holiday accidents may
eventually have an educational effect. When a blizzard is
raging and roads are obviously treacherous there are fewserious highway accidents. It is important that the dangers
of too much holiday relaxation be made obvious, too. We
can hope, at least, that the unhappy Christmas headlines
will remain in peoples minds until the New Year's week
end is past—Boston Herald.

Our prices to you have always

We are maintaining a trained mechanic for

Before you

accept any price inducements from another dealer,
will you kindly contact our drivers or our office to

give us an opportunity to meet his price.

Thank

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
TEL. WALDOBORO 60

your

convenience.

(large or small)

Have that

repair job

done

while you sleep or enjoy the

movies.

TEL. ROCKLAND 475
127-129

100-aw-tf

NOTICE

U S. District Court, Maine District.
Portland. Dec. 27. 1949
Pursuant to the rules cf the Dis
trict Court of the United States
for the District of Maine, notice
is hereby given, that Domenic P.
Cuccinello of Rockland, in said
District has applied for admission
as an attorney and counselor cf
said District Court.
129-1
MORRIS COX. Clerk.

It Takes Longer To Read
The “Courier” Now
Here’s Why
THERE IS MORE NEWS OF MORE PEOPLE IN MORE TOWNS, TH AN

EVER BEFORE.

In December, 1948, steps were taken to add to the coverage of the coastal
area by The Courier-Gazette.

The results of a gradual change are now

apparent in—
THE FARM AND GRANGE PAGES which are published each Saturday

and carry news of 40 Granges in Knox-Lincoln and Waldo Counties, plus the

latest news material from the Farm Bureau, 4-H Clubs, the Home Demon

THE KNOX-LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL PAGES which are published on
Thursdays and carry news and pictures of the high schools in Appleton,

Camden, North Haven, Rockport, Rockland, St. George, Waldoboro, War

We carry a complete line of General Repair

Parts—Tires, Batteries and Accessories.

We will also change your oil, grease and wash

ren, Union and Vinalhaven.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF MAJOR NEWS EVENTS in every issue to give a

your car.

complete photographic coverage of the area.

STORAGE—24 HOURS

you.

R. L. Andersen, Supt.
PHONE 770, ROCKLAND, ME.

For social items In The CourierGazette. phone 1044. Citv
59tf

people in the rural sections.

ALL NIGHT SERVICE

In our opinion, to solicit new business by

any price offered by a competitor.

Printing Department

showed all kinds cf luck. The the season and if they can hold out
Wymies have beaten tlie Pirates say, they are going to win the last
four times out cf their six wins one. Big Chief Dyer was again head

The American Legion and Auxil
iary have undertaken to sponsor a
nation-wide Christmas collection of
toys to be sent from the children
of America to Ihe children of west
ern Europe.
Messages from America should
be attached to each toy This can
be either a signed Christmas Greet
ing or a letter and is important,
for the chief purpose of the "Tide
of Toys” is to let the children of
Europe—the generation of the fu
ture-know that they have real
American friends. Each present co
carry an attached note giving name
and address of sender
Distribution will be in the hands
of CARE, which has an efficient
organization already set up in most
European Countries including Great
Britain, France. Italy, Belgium,
Holland, Norway, Germany. Aus
tria, Greece, Czechoslovakia and
Finland. It is hoped that ship
ments will also be accepted for
Poland and Yugoslavia, though
this is not definite as yet.
Let’s remember that for years
the playgrounds of Europe's chil
dren have been bombpits—their
toys the grisly trophies of war.
So our hope for peace is with that
next generation, today's children,
who can be our friends of tomor
row or the soldiers of tomorrow.
The entire community is urged
to participate in this worthwhile
program and seek the co-operation
of all civic, fraternal and patriotic
organizations as well as schools
and churches to make the effort
community wide. Please have all
toys carefully packed for export and
leave at the State News, care of
Sidney Segal, before Jan. 1, 1950
Lanscom Miller,
Commander.
128 129

stration Agent and feature stories and photographs of the activities of the

been at a figure to give us a fair and reasonable

has reached a low point in business methods.
y
We appreciate your patronage and will meet

man but he was the only Redskin
able to beat out his opponent so all
turned out to be very bad medicine
But instead of taking an aspirin the
Big Chief took a long drag at his
pipe and said "We ll win the last
game yet.”
Score:
Palefaces—S Davis. No. 1, 2T1; S.
Davis, No. 2, 254; D. Obkes, 262; J.
Littlefield 258; H. Conway, 257; to
tal, 1394.
Redmen—Fay Dyer, 275; P. Bar
ter, 247; P. Dyer, 256; Ken Snowdeal, 243; B Johnson. 249; total,
1270.

Automatic Press

NOTEWORTHY GRANGE ACTION
Four exceptionally noteworthy actions of the recent
session of the National Grange are cited by the PublicityDepartment. Briefly summarized they are:
ill
Our General farm program and our reasons for
opposing the Brannan plan.
(2) Our endorsement of a watershed program for the
first time.
(3) Our labor-management policy, especially our state
ment asking that wage contracts be tied to changes in the
cost of living and increased output of labor.
(4) Our endorsement of strengthening the U. N into
a limited World Government.

solicited by another dealer, offering you his product

cut price methods indicates the firm which does so

mentation are some of the exterior improvements. New
Chevrolet* also offer increased power and comfort with
the Powerglide automatic transmission a* optional equipment on De Luxe models.

MUSTN'T BE NAUGHTY

TO OUR CUSTOMERS ONLY

at reduced prices.

American Legion Will Spon
sor Drive For Young- .
sters Of Europe

[EDITORIAL]

be straightened out. And they look
An old alumnus paid us a couple
as if they were going to make the of visits this week when Ray An
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
other teams move.
derson was over from Bath for a
FOR SALE
JANUARY 1-2
Ladies, come to the Bargain Corner.
few days. Ray holds the record for
In
the
Independent
League,
the
what you want at the
“ABBOTT and COSTELLO We have
setting
the largest number of
Rangers were dropped because of
price you want to pay.
MEET THE KILLER,
poor attendance, and the Braves strings at the Alley—154. That's
102 Union, Cor. Grove St. have taken over and will be out a day’s work, Brother!
BORIS KARLOFF”
122*tf
to win the second half.
COURIER GOES WITH YOU
It seems good to see some of the
When yon, as a subscriber of The
college boys around again. Mak Courier-Gazette go South or West
ing their rounds this week were or any place on vacation for a week
"Kip" Burkett. Jack Williams. or six months, phone or write The
Courier-Gazette, and your Courier
"Steve" McGrath. Lawrence Sparta will be sent yon, each Issue, at no
and Carlton Dougherty.
expense to yon.
tf
Your oil business may have been, or may be

profit.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturda?

Rockland Courier-Gazette Thursday, December 29, 1949

Pape TWO

MAINE WILLYS SALES CO.
Ted Davis, Manager

28 PARK ST.,

TEL. 700,

EXTRA EDITONS when top news warrants them.

Several were issued

within a few hours of major happenings in 1948 and 1949.

ROCKLAND, ME.
129-It

4
Tu6sday-Ttiursday-Safufc&T
Seventeen young people of the
First Baptist Church went Christ
mas caroling Saturday night. Many
homes of shut-ins were visited as
well as the Home for Aged Women,
the State Prison in Thomaston, and
the jail in Rockland. Afterwards
fee. 29—Camden.: "Voice of the the group went to the home of Ja
son and Muriel Thurston for re
Turtle,” by Knox Theatre Guild
at Opera House, benefit Polio freshments.
Fund.
An accident at the junction of
Jan. 1—New Years. Day.
Jan. 2—Rubinstein Club New Year's Park and Union streets at noon
Coffee in Universalist vestry at Tuesday, resulted in an estimated
11 a. m.
Jan. 13—Warren: One-act play con $400 damage to the vehicles of Al
bert Payson of Ingraham Hill and
test.
Ernest E. Wood cf Belfast. Patrol
man Guy Penney, who investigated
The Weather
the accident, ordered Payson into
It cooled off quite a bit last night, court on charges of passing a red
4jut not enough to cause glee on the i traffic light. The Payson car. a
part of the icemen. I sat through 1936 Chevrolet, sustained $200
a Harvard and Yale football game , damage while the 1947 Chevrolet
a good mny years ago when it was pickup truck driven by Wood was
almost as cold as it is today, or al damaged a like amount about the
most as cold as the Harvard alumni' front end.
are toward the Crimson’s football
outfit. One of the Winter months
Rockland Lodge of Elks is to have
has nearly sung its swan song.
j a New Year's party Saturday,, a
feature of which will be a prize
One of the quesstions to come be
fore the Maine State Sheriffs’ As-! balloon dance. Members are privi
sociation at its annual meeting in leged to invite one couple as guests,
Hfctsfield Friday will be that of but the latter must be accompanied
uniforms for deputy sheriffs. A by members. Refreshments will be
proposition to make them alike' served.

TALK OF THE TOWN

throughout the State may be pre
sented. Jasper C. Lycette, Houlton,
Aroostook County sheriff is presi
dent of the association and Cum
berland County Sheriff Philip
Dearborn of Cape Elizabeth is first
vice president. Sheriff Martin J.
Gallant of Somerset County is
chairman of the nominating com
mittee.

BORN

Quinn—At Gould Maternity Home,
Union, Dec.—to Mr. and Mrs. Rob
ert Quinn of Quincy, Mass., a son—
John David.
Sturges—At Knox Hospital, Dec.
27, to Mr. and Mrs. Milton Sturges,
Jr., of Spruce Head, a daughter.
Douglas—At Knox Hospital. Dec.
28, to Mr. and Mrs. Philip Douglas,
a daughter.
Morse—At Knox Hospital. Dec. 28,
to Mr. and Mrs. Sterling Morse, a
son.
Grover—At Knox Hospital, Dec.
27, to Mr. and Mrs. Horace Grover,
a daughter.

Following the happy custom
which he adopted many years ago,
Charles M. Cook of Tillson avenue,
appeared in the role of Santa Claus,
distributing candy and toys among
MARRIED
the appreciative young folks of
Mosley-Richardson — At Tenant’s
Crockett’s Point. Has some toys Harbor, Dec. 22, Raye S. Mosley
left and applicants should call at and Eleanor L. Richardson, both of
his store afternoons.
I St. George.—.by Rev. Mr. Hunt.
Seavey-Starrett—At Warren, Dec.
Ht With the elimination of the gas 24, William D. Seavey of Pleasant
plant its former crew has been ab Point, and Warren, and Miss Vir
sorbed by the Central Maine Power ginia L. Starrett of Warren—by
Rev. J. Homer Nelson.
Company. Joe Vasso has become
DIED
janitor cf the Union street plant
Carver—At Rockland, Dec. 28.
and Elmer Kaler and Harold Tol
man have taken over delivery of Capt. Charles B. Carver, age 61
years. Funeral Saturday at 2 o’clock
appliances and equipment sold by from late residence, 52 Cedar St.
the company.
Interment in Achorn cemetery.
Christofalo—At Pleasantville, N.
Penobscot View Grange meets to Y., Dec. 27. Nicola Christofalo, cf
night at Glen Cove at 7 o'clock, for Pleasantville, N. Y., age 70 years.
*u Christmas party, with exchange Interment in All Souls Cemetery,
Pleasantville, N. Y.
ot gifts. Lunch will be served. The
Weymouth—At Rockand, Dec. 28,
meeting will be held following the Emma J. Weymouth, widow of Mil
party.
lard F. Weymouth, age 66 years.
Funeral Friday at 2 o’clock from
If you're human, you’ll find it Davis Funeral Home, 558 Main St.
difficult to write ”1950'' next month city. Interment in Achorn Ceme
Why not let a Rubber Stamp do it tery. Visiting hours this evening
7 to 9 p. m.
for you, quickly and accurately, from
Hastings—At South Hope, Dec.
with the day and month too? Rub 28, Ernest E. Hastings, age 72 years,
ber stamps don't have memories; 3 months. 3 days. Funeral Sunday
they don’t even know there was a at 2 p. m. from South Hope Advent
,’49. On order at The Courier-Ga Church. Interment in East Union
Cemetery.
zette.
129-130
Wall—At Rockport, Dec. 27, Mrs.
Josephine Wall, age 92 years. Fu
Read Tlie Courier-Gazette
neral this afternoon from residence.
Interment in Amsbury Hill Ceme
tery.
Chemcheck—At Camden, Dec. 24.
GOOD MATERIALS
Kenneth John, infant son of Mr.
GOOD WORKMANSHIP and Mrs. John Chemcheck of
Rockport, age 3 months. Interment
GOOD TASTE
in Sea View Cemetery, Rockport.
It takes all three to make you
W’incapaw—At Waldoboro, Dec.
proud ot a gobd Monument. Let 26. Freeman L. Wincapaw, age 41
us help you. No obligation, of years. Funeral Friday at 2 o’clock
course.
from Flanders Funeral Home. In
in Sweetland Cemetery,
ROCKLAND MARBLE & terment
South Waldoboro.

GRANITE WORKS

M LINDSEY ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 600
75-tf

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
Licensed Lady Embalmer
Rockland Tel. 810
558 Main Street
Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

Ambulance Service

RUSS.ELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

CARD OF THANS

• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

Uncle Sam Says

Charles O’Dell of Waldoboro was
fined $10 and costs of court of $2.70
in Municipal Court Tuesday on
charges of issuing a bad check for
<
«- ci $183 to Otis Albee of Rockland. The
check, since then made good, was
drawn on the Depositor’s Trust Co.
of Waldoboro and was cashed at the
First National Stores of Rockland
cf which Albee is the manager.

CAPT. CHARLES CARVER
Capt. Charles B. Carver. 61, died I
at his home Wednesday morning j
following a year-long illness. In his
death, the Rockland waterfront
loses one of its most familiar fig
ures. He had been active in water- i
front activities for many years asi
Have you ever stopped to analyze
tbe reasons why Christmas Day has master and' owner of fishing boats.'
He was born in Tremont, son of
such a tremendous held on you and
your family? Of course there’s tbe Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carver, but
real significance of the day, and the
tret* and family reunion, but back made his home in this section the
of these happy events is a feeling of greater part of his life.
safety and security. Safety and se
In his younger years, he was en- I
curity are linked with financial well gaged in weir work as owner and
being, firm underpinnings for your
very home. Regular systematic sav operator in the Bluehill area. He
ings out of your income produce fished out of Owls Head for many
safety and security. The best way to years and for several years past
save effectively is to save before you
spend. You can do this very thing by from Rockland.
signing up on Payroll Savings Plan
He was owner in the Rockland
for buying United States Savings fishing boats Iva M„ and Flo and
Bonds where you work, or enrolling
In the Bond-A-Month Plan where you was owner in the CWW, built at
Camden early in the war and taken
bank if you are self-employed.
U. S. Treasury Department
by the government for war service.
One boat, the Madeline & Flora,
Miss Bertha McIntosh has been was lost at sea tfith all hands 10
highly gratified with the ap years ago.
pearances of several of her vocal
He is survived by his widow, Mrs.
pupils in radio programs through Flora Webster Carver; a son
November and December. Presented Charles W. Carver of Rockland and
on WRDO, Augusta, were Richard a daughter, Mrs Mildred Suke
Mitchell. Freddie Favreau, Melvina forth of Rockland. Three sisters
Vinal, Patricia Benner (Port Clyde) survive him, Mrs Sadie Dryer of
Helen Myrick (Port Clyde), June Haddonfield, N. J., and Mrs. Horace
York, Patricia Bisbee and Carl Mann and Mrs. Helen Brightmore,
Gray. Carl Gray appeared in a both of Taunton, Mass , and six
Jimmie and Dick program oi
grandchildren.
WABI, Bangor, on Dec. 17
Funeral services will be held from
the home at 52 Cedar street SaturThe December 28 meeting of the day at 2 p. m. Burial will be in
Business Girls’ Club was held at Achorn cemetery.
the Congregational Church. Mem
Glenn Clay, 8 year old son of Mr.
bers present were Priscilla Eddy,
and
Mrs. Oscar Clay. Broad street,
Louise .Smith,
Virginia Conant,
Dorothy Harden, Elizabeth Sawyer sustained a fractured collar bone
and Rachel Robinson. Plans for ac Dec 15, and has been confined to
tivities for the coming season were the house since. He is under the
care of Dr. Howard Apollonio.
discussed.

The directors of the Maine Lobster & Seafoods Festival met at the
Thorndike Hotel last night to lay
plans for the third showing of the
event which has been highly suecessful the past two years. The
board of directors is composed of
representatives of the service and
fraternal organizations of the city
The Plymouth sedan owned by together with Junior Chamber of
Miss Marion Harvey which was Commerce members.
damaged in Sunday’s Camden street
Alfred S. Black, a prominent faccrash, was a 1949 model, net of the
tor in New England motion picture
earlier vintage previously (reported.
circles many years ago, and foreAll of the raw materials that are runner of the Lawrence Portland
Company's
Thomaston
used in the making of fine American Cement
handmade glass are found in the plant, ran up from Mississippi last
week to find his former home town
Unted States.
enjoying the effects of near SumClearance of Fall Dresses; Coats mer weather. He reviews a prosper.
reduced to one-half price. Alfreda ous year in the course of which he
Perry, 7 Limerock St.
129-130 has attended to the production of
three oil wells and has engaged in
cancer research as one of the
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
trustees of his late brother, John A.
TO LET
Black of New York.
At 81 Union St., modern furnished
one-room Apt., with bathroom,
Read The Courier-Gazette
heated, elec, stove and refrigerator.
At 3 Grove St., modern 4 room
furnished Apt., bathroom, gas stove,
hot water. TEL. 8412 days, 233-M
evenings.
129-3
A
30-32 and 36” Circular Wood
' n
Saws, saw tables, rubber and steel
wheelbarrows, steel trays, used Hin
man, Surge,’ Conde and DeLaval
Milkers, stable blankets, good used
John Deere B Tractor. W. S. PILLS
BURY & SON, Waterville. 129-130

Strand Theatre will run a late
owl show Sunday night starting at
10 o'clock at regular prices, with
the feature “On The Town”. The
complete show Sunday with Owl
show at 10 p. m. Monday, New Years
Day, the shows will be continuous
from 2.15 to 1C.30 p. m.

-K

CARD OF TIIANKS
We wish to extend our sincere
thanks for the beautiful flowers,
also the many acts of kindness
shown in our recent bereavement
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick E. Arn
old, Mrs. Fred G. Howard. 129* lt

That Little Guy

LEARN TO DRIVE
THE SAFE WAY
J. E. PASSON
In Dual Control Car.
19 Court St., Rockland, Tel. 364-R
Former Driving Instructor, R. H. S.
129-tf

Is Here Again
Just a few hours more

Funeral Home
TELS. 390—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

that

young

champion—

1950—is coming into the

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
At 7.30 P. M.

SUNDAY, JAN. 1. 1950

St. Bernard’s Church Hall

BAKED VIRGINIA HAM
129-130

43-tf
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Beaverton, Ore., Dec. 23.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I look for the good old CourierGazette three times a w’eek and
■ read all the contents with a deal
of interest, particularly the events
of the past years. Many of the
; events recorded in recent issues, even
previous to 1963. are very fresh in
my memory.
I was driving a street car during
that cold period of 1903 and ’04 and
believe me, it was cold. I believe
the largest fall of snow of any time
in my recollection occurred after I
came West, the Winter of 1923
when (he cemeteries were blocked
full and the mayor called for vol
unteers to open the roads into
them.
I remember the night the Port
land was lost, and it was indeed
a terrible night. Some sailor
friends of mine were lost that night.
Keep up the good work and keep
The Courier-Gazette coming West
bringing interest to its many read
ers.
Edwin L. Cox.
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Dodge Previews

New Cars Will Be Intro
duced By Nelson Bros.
Jan. 4-7

ALUMNI TOOK BOTH GAMES
High School Boys and Girls Fell By the Way-

side Last Night
A last quarter surge of baskets
saved the ball game for the Rock
land High School alumni last night
as they took a 44-36 game from
the Rockland Tigers in the closing
minutes.
The game shifted constantly with
the alumni holding the lead as each
period ended. Coming out of first
quarter, the graduates led 11-8 and
held a two point margin at hall
time 22-20 and the same two point
lead in a 28-26 score going into the
fourth.
The Tigers took the lead for the
first time in the fourth to head the
graduates 36-33. A technical foul
on a Tiger was tallied and a moment or two later a technical on
Coach DiRenzo who had argued
the decision on the first technical,
netted another two points to tie up
the score.
With three minutes left, the alumni racked four baskets with Hoiden leading the way followed by
Charlie Foote. Baldy Teel and MeLellan to take the ball game 44-36
McLellan and Deshon were game
high scorers with 11 points each.
The girls game went to the Alumae 60-49 with Gloria Witham of
Alumnae squad emerging as high
scorer with 25 points. The high
school led 15-11 at the end of the
first period and was one point be-

27-26 score. The Alumnae extended
the lead one point to lead 40-38 go
ing into the last quarter. The last
period .the graduates poured on the
scoring and took the school girls an
11 point margin game’s end.
Rockland High
G. F. Pts.
4
1
2
Sulides. rf,
4
2
0
Johnson. If
2
1
5
Ware, c
1
2
5
Cross, c
4
1
2
Gardiner, rg
0
1
1
Hoch, rg
1
2
Stevens, rg
0
3
5 11
Deshon. lg

Totals

Murgita, If
Kelsey, If
Marsh If.
Connellan. rf
Allen rf
French, rf
Foote, c
McLellan, c
Heino, rg
W. Holden, lg
P Holden, lg
Teel, lg

Totals
Frosts have

—

—

—i

12

12

36

K
0
I
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
0
1
2
—
16

F
2
3
0
0
1
0
0
5
0
1
0
0
_
12

2
5
2
2
3
2
4
11
6
1
2
4
_
44

cut Norways

fruit

When he does let’s give
him a big cheer.
And while we are, we’re
also shouting — “Happy

UNDER G. I. BILL

New Year” to everybody

Now Easy To Enroll Under New
Government Regulations
Just one year left to take advantage of this
free training. Next and last class will begin soon.
Act at once.

and may good health and
good

fortune follow you

through the coming year.

a

123-129

All Cloth Coats greatly reduced.
Lucien K. Green & Son, 16 School
St.
129-lt

For social Items in The CourierGazette, phone 1044. City.
50tf

through 7.

FOR THE DOUBLE

HOLIDAY

GOLDEN SMOKED—SUGAR CURED

SMOKED
SHOULDERS

THE PERRY MARKETS
WISH EVERYONE A HAPPY NEW YEAR

SMALL’S
UPPER PARK STREET.

Our Markets will close at six o’clock Saturday

ROCKLAND. ME.

VEAL STEAK
or

VEAL CHOPS

LINK
SAUSAGES
1 lb. pkg.

49c

35c

CUTLETS

69c

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

SIRLOIN STEAK ...............................................
CORNED BEEF. lean, boneless brisket
BONELESS SIRLOIN STEAK ..................
BACON SQUARES ............................................

PORK CHOPS
BEST CENTER
CUTS

CHUCK ROAST

.49
.45
.69
.29
.75
.69
.59

BONELESS

CHUCK ROAST
'POT ROAST

39c

55c

129*lt

night so that our employees may spend New Year’s

Eve with their families.

PLEASE »10P EARLY

55c

STEAK

.lb 59c

WESTERN
SIRLOIN

SALT PORK ........................................ lb. 19c
BACON SQUARES.................................. lb. 23c
CHUCK ROAST .................................... lb. 45c
FOWL—Cut For Fricassee................... each 79c
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TOMATOES,
CARROTS,

Are You Ready For the

BIG FREEZE UP
DUPONT ZEREX—$3.50 per Gal.
DUPONT ZERONE—$1.25 per Gal.
NATIONALLY KNOWN
89c per GaL
BRANDS OF ALCOHOL

In Your Container
Or In Your Car

WHY NOT PLAY IT THE SAFE WAY AND LET US
COMPLETELY WINTERIZE YOUR CAR OR TRUCK NOW?

See the Famous Seiberling
MUD and SNOW TIRE

MARITIME OIL CO.
SUNOCO STATION

ROCKLAND MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

ROCKLAND, ME.

The St. Peters Church calendar
for the balance of The Nativity fol
lows:
Dec. 29—St Thomas of Canter
bury .Mass at 7.30, Vespers at 5 p. m
Dec. 30—In Octave, Mass at 7.30,
Vespers at 5 p. m.
Dec. 31—Catechumenate at 9 a. m.
Vespers at 5 p. m.
Jan.
1—Circumcision Sunday
Mass at 8 a. m. St. John’s, Mass at
9.30, St. Peter’s, Devotions 7.30.

RED
RIPE

bch JQc

Tomato Ketchup, Libby’s.......... ... 2 bots.
Corned Beef ............................
12 oz. tin
Raspberry Preserve, pure fruit .. .. 16 oz. jar
Foss Vanilla, pure................... .. 2 oz. bot.
Honey, pure............................ . 16 oz. jar
Marshmallow Fluff................. ........... jar
Peaches, in syrup ................... .... 2 tins
Vegetable Soup, Campbell’s ... .... 2 tins
Tea Bags ................................ . pkg. ot 16
YOUR CHOICE—

q’*

AN OPPORTUNITY THAT HAS A FUTURE

Nativity Services

All Sizes Regular and Extra Low Pressure Now Available.

FOR DETAILS CONTACT

KNOX COUNTY FLYING SERVICE

The new Dodge cars which will
be introduced Jan. 4 will have a
fresh styling appeal, new low body
lines and many refinements in de
sign, according to Nelson Brothers,
who have returned from a dealer
preview meeting in Boston.
Austin Nelson, George Whittier,
Everett Small, and Arnold Nelson
attended the meeting. Mr. Nelson
said that pictures of the new Dodge
cars, specifications and full details
on body types will be released Dec.
27 and the new cars will be on dis
play in his showroom on Jan. 4.
’’Dodges’s production and retail
deliveries this year have been the
highest in Dodge history,” he said
"We’re confident of doing even bet
ter next year with the new improved
models. They're beautiful cars. I
personally believe they are the fin
est values we've ever had.”
Mr. Nelson cordially invites every-

PONGO THE TERRIBLE
Would you like to meet Mr. WilUs
and Mr .Wallis, two hauntingly in
teresting dogs, owned by Denis
Cleaver, English author of “Pongo
the Terrible” (The Westminster
Press, Philadelphia, $1.50)? Would
you like to see Mr. Willis as he
snuffled and whistled through his
whiskers as Pongo, the circus
poodle kept saying "I'll tear you t.»
pieces”? There was something
about Pongo that simply n.aoc sou
go for him.
Mr. Willis and Mr Wallis had run
away from home to spend a realty
enjoyable day at the circus, and
whatever might happen when they
got home—well, they would have
had their day! And it realty was
pleasant jogging up hill and down
dale into Epping Forest, London's
forest.
Alas! Mr. Willis thought Mr. Wal
lis was lost! Little did he know that
Mr. Wallis had been through a lot
of adventures. He had been jostled
and hustled, thumped and bumped,
pushed and pulled, trodden on and
even sat on. Alone and lost he is
befriended by the horrid Pongo, who
entices him in a lion's cage Mr.
Willis got busy. When the two pups
get their well-merited revenge—
bite the poodle's tail—they find
that, like all bullies. Pongo is not
very brave at all.
•‘Pongo the Terrible” will be a wel
come addition to a child’s story
shelf. But before the children get
their hands on it, read this story
yourself—and don't be surprised if
you find yourself patting the next
dog you meet.
L. R. Fuller.

ANTI FREEZE SPECIALS

ring.

VETERANS, LEARN TO FLY

TEL. 8091 OR 157-W3,

Ed Cox Was Driving Street
Cars In Rockland Cold
Winter J3fJO3-’O4

Have You?

and the big fight starts—

Happy New Year!

BEANO

Remembers Old Days Between the Bookends

You Haven’t Forgotten Anything,

BOTTOM ROUND POT ROAST

1-tf

BURPEE

In Municipal Court

I wish to express my sincere
thanks to friends and neighbors for
the kindnesses extended me during
my recent bereavement; also my
co-workers from F. J. O'Hara, and
to Mr. Burke special thanks, and
/
thanks for the use of cars.
129’lt
Mrs. Grace Wilkie

Auspices Knights of Columbus

PHONE 701

Page TWe*
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PEAS
CORN
STRING BEANS
DICED CARROTS

NO

2

TINS

35c
39c
25c
35c
29c
19c
49c
25c
14c
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WARREN
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent

Telephone 49

(Answer next time)
1

9

2

3

5
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Martin Meets
Stiff Opposition
“Looks like it works, all right!”
Mr. Flipp said mournfully.
Jerry had gone when Andy and
Dave returned to the house.
Kate took Andy aside. “He asked
Hope to go back to town with him,”
she said, puzzled. “Said that Bar
bara Bird wanted to meet her, and
that the three of them would have
supper together in town. But Hope
thought it might cause talk, so she
refused. Who’s Barbara Bird?”
Andy told her. “I think she and
Jerry like each other,” he added.
“I thought Jerry liked Hope.”
“He does. Anybody ought to like
Hope. Say,” he scolded, “you wom
en are always Jumping at notions!"
Big Halleck came while they were
at supper. He had heard the news.
"It’s all around," he told Andy.
"Things spread fast in these woods.
Anything I can do?”
“You can come in and eat with
us,” Andy told him. “I want to talk
to you about something.”
But Big was in a hurry to get back
home before dark. His mother was
there alone. “What’s on your
mind?" he asked.
Andy told him about the Idea of
organizing the homesteaders. “It'll
give strength to what we say,” he
pointed out "It’ll help us get better
roads and bridges, and we can
make our votes worth something in

FACTORY ENGINEERED
PARTS
For AU Chrysler Make Cars.
Dodge-Plymouth-Chrysler
DeSoto

Also Dodge Job-Rated

deciding who goes into the county
offices. What do you think?”
"Well, it sounds mighty good to
me," Big told him. nodding slowly
as he considered the plan. "I'm with
you. For years we've felt like out
siders. and I think it's time we took
a part in things. Why, there are
enough votes in this swamp to swing
a close election.”
“One of us out here wil] have to
head it," Andy said. “Jerry and Mr.
Bird think it's fine, but the leader
should be one of us. I think you're
the man, Big. The people know you
and like you."
“They don't have anything against
you, I guess,” Big said.
“Well, I don't know. You’re the
only neighbor who's been around us
since the flood.” He watched Big's
(a-e narrowly.

“Everybody’s been pretty busy, I
reckon,” Big said vaguely. “I've got
to get along home now. I'll feel
around and see what the people
think of organizing.”
"You do that,” said Andy. “And
thanks for coming over."
Granny thought it was odd that
Big hadn't come in. “He's been
later than this in getting home,”
she said.
Hope caught her meaning. Gran
ny was feeling hard toward her, she
feared, for not giving Big more en
couragement.
But. for goodness
sake, what chance had she had for
that. Granny had said not long ago:
“This is modern times. Girls go
after what they want.”
Kate was firm against carrying
out their plan to attend church the
next morning.
It was not, she
vowed, that she was ashamed to
face the people; it was, rather, that
she feared being obvious.
"We haven't gone to hear Brother
Cowann yet.” she said, “and I'm
certainly not going on the very day
after Andy gets in jail!”
"You talk like we're disgraced,"
Andy said, bristling a little. "Well,
we're not.”
“I don't mean it like that, either.
It would just look as if we were try-

Lz

77^

“Well, 1 guess I can wait six or
eight months to fix him up,” said
Sig Flanagan, “since it’s so impor
tant to get his vote.”

ing to prove we’re good people. No,
we’re not going."
“Well, I guess you're right,”
Granny agreed. “It seems that a lot
of people are against us now. No
need to give them a chance for
more gossip. Sister birdie would
have a lot to say about how we were
repenting! And I’d be so much on
the defensive that I’m afraid
Brother Cowann might say some
thing with a general meaning that
I'd take personally. We'd be better
off at home this Sunday.”
Hope was not disappointed. Nor
was Dave. The prospect of seeing
Oreen again was unpleasant.
On Monday morning Bigelow Hal
leck rode through the swamp, from
farm to farm, talking with those he
had not seen after church service
about the organization of the home
steaders. And they were listening. It
sounded good. They listened seri
ously and nodded and said, “It’s
somethin’ to think about.” Some
wondered what the dues would be,
fearing that Big Halleck might be
the unwitting tool of some clever
person with profit in mind. “All you
pay,” Big told such questioners, "is
your interest and your attention. No
body's out to make any money on
this, but we’U all make money in the

Wheels Balanced

Wheel Aligning
Speedometer Repair Work On
All Chrysler Make Cara

Truck Parts.

Nelson Bros. Garage

NELSON BROS. GARAGE

515 MAIN ST,
TEL. 728
ROCKLAND. ME. 50-tf

515 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
82-tf

it
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so railed I. e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette offlce for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Effective September 15
On that date and thereafter no classified ads will be accepted without
the cash and no bookkeeping will be maintained for these ada.
ALL MUST RE PAID FOR
as received except from firms maintaining regular accounts with The
Courier-Gazette. Count The Words—Five To a Line.

i4
17
Ib
15
The annual meeting of the Con
W
gregational Church will be held at
It
20
>9
18
4 o'clock Saturday afternoon at the
Church. The annual meeting of the
24
22
parish will be called that same
W
night at 7.30. A covered dish supper
Si 27
15
2b
will be served at 6 to members and
long run.”
On Monday morning Mr. Burke their families. The budget commit
w
2b
announced that he would be out for tee will meet at 7
the sheriff's office. It was the most
Mrs Priscilla Fowler returned;
st 32.
33 44
astounding political development in
30 5i
Tuesday
to Lewiston, after having
years. Mr. Burke, a worth-while
businessman, a man everybody passed the holiday week-end with
I 37
3b
LOSTAND FOUND
FOR SALE
35
knew and respected, a man who her brother-in-law and sister, Mr.
liked the farm people, who had even and Mrs. Leroy McCluskey.
DOG, young, female, tan color,
BLOODWORMS for sale at 19
40
38
made a little talk to the homestead
found. MOSES ANNIS, 16 Lawn Myrtle St. Ask for JACK. 129*130
The fire department was called
ers in the refugee camp, would
Ave.
129’lt
BEAUTIFUL Home for sale in
45
44
be the first opposition the Martin out Thursday to a chimney fire at
42residential zone of Thomaston, over
the
home
of
Mr,
and
Mrs.
Harold
ring had known in twelve years!
Ws
looking Georges River. Must be
TO LET
Overlock.
46
49
seen to be appreciated; 17 Fluker
47
4b
Martin and Flanagan
1
Hours for the open house in the
IN Cainden—Apartment to let. St. TEL. 62._______________ 129*lt
nice cellar, shed, flush and garage.
new two-room annex to the inter
Hear Some Bad News
50
51
OLDSMOBILE Coupe. 1935, for
Warm, nice and sunny. No objec
It was a move that had odd and mediate and grammar school build
sale; good condition. tEL. 42-J.
tion
to
children.
PHONE
CAM

apparently unrelated repercussions. ing. set for Friday night will be be
129-130
DEN 2052.
129-lt
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Sheriff Martin, who had planned to tween 6 30 and 9.30 that night
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
JOINTER
Planer
4
’
4
inch,
for
TWO
Room
Apt.
with
flush
to
let.
run Sam Bragg for sheriff this time, as planned at a committee meeting
10- Royal Naval Reserve
38-Abllityto perceive
1-Prophet
furnished; 34 Fulton St. TFL. sale, also extra heavy duty Grinder
began to look about for a better tool. held Monday night, with the presi
(abbr.)
sounds
under
ab

5-Grate
1379-R.
129*131 with two stones, and double-barrel
Bragg had made enemies as dent of the Warren Parent-Teacher
normal conditions 11- Sipped
9-Diners
Shot Gun, 12g. TEL. 1573-R.
12On
the
main
warden. It would take a good man to
42The
(Sp.)
12—In time (Muaie)
FIVE-ROOM downstairs Apart
__________________________ 129*1
18Afternoon
party
43Over
(contr.)
beat Mr. Burke—and he must be Association. Mrs. Caroline Davies
14- A title (abbr.)
ment to let. flush and lights. TEL.
19Digit
44English
city
(abbr.)
SALE of Winter Clothing soon at
beaten! One good, fair administra
Hostesses in the two rooms will 15- Afrlcan antelope
614, 13 Maverick St., City.
129*1
20- Guided
45- Each (abbr.)
the NEARLY NEW SHOPPE. 41
tion of county affairs, and Mr. Mar be the teachers, Miss Shirley Cast- 16- Body of aalt water
21- Even (contr.)
4<-Checked
FIVE-ROOM Upstairs Apartment Knox St., Thomaston. Open 1 to 5
tin's pie would be, to use an old way ner, teacher of grade one, in the 17- A State of United
26- Speck
48-Penetratee
to let; 4 Mechanic street. TEL. Tues. and Thurs.
States (abbr.)
I29tf
of putting it, all dough! Things must
27- A dance
50-Terminates
THOMASTON 252-5.
129 1
be done, and quickly! Old wounds east or grade one room, and the new 18- Thoae who
29-To use the hands
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
81-To arrest (Scots
interplead
must be salved; recent errors, born teacher. Mrs. Doris Emerson, in the
SMALL furnished well-lieatcd
upon
Law)
Eternlty
EASY Spin Drier Washing Ma
of overconfidence, must be cor west or grade two room, which will 2230Subsided
Apartment to let; electric refrig
23- A vegetable
rected!
31- Epoch
include a part of grade three. Ar 24- Deep black
erator and range. Central location. chine lor sale, reasonable. A. W.
VERTICAL
32- Roumanian coin
On Monday afternoon two big rangements have been made for 25- Conveyed by legal
Reasonable. TEL. 648-R.
129*1 YOUNG, Camden. Tel. 725.
129*1
33- One (German)
trucks carrying saddled horses, rid additional hostesses for the eve
document
FOUR room Apt. to let and a
34- Players of dice
1- Preflx. Half
ers, and a pack of trained hog dogs
27Witty
say
Inge
COOK
Stove
with
oil
burner
at
four-rcom House to let. Inquire
36-Compact
2- Gained
came into the swamp and parked at ning as well. Light refreshments 28- Length measure
HERBERT HILLGROVE.
107A tached for sale, AI condition. BUR38Seal
with
wax
J-And
(Latin)
will
be
served.
the far end of the bayou bridge.
129tf
29- Owna
39- Wild (Scot.)
South Main St.
129*131 DELL'S DRESS SHOP.
4- Acta of producing
Riders and dogs began scouring the
Mrs Violet Brimigion was sur SO-Notable act
40- Atom bearing an
anew
DRY
sawed
Slabwood,
approx.
UNFURNISHED Apartment of
woods for the live property of Sig prised recently, when looking out
electric charge
32-Endured
5- Rearrange ments
five rooms and bath to let. Heated. 1 cord, $750, dry, round soft wood,
Flanagan and his silent partners. It the window of her home, eastern
35-Facility
S-Part of verb "To be" 41- The Orient
Conveniently located and no objec $10 cord. WM. HEATH, Warren.
was a swift move, for Sheriff Mar
47-1 had (contr.)
7- Squirts
S5-A fowl
tion to children. CALL THOMAS Tel. 32-5.__________________ 129*131
tin was a man of action under road to Thomaston, to see a large
8- Kitchen utensil (pi.) 49-East India (abbr.)
37-One
thousand
two
moose cross her lawn and disappear
TON 257.
129-130
proper threat to his welfare.
1935 BUICK Coupe for sale.
“I don't care how you feel about into the woods at the back of
FURNISHED five-room House in Also a 1931 Pontiac for sale. TEL.
8333.
_________ 128*131
Ives,” he said to Sig Flanagan, Charles McKellar’s. This may have her sister, Mrs. Grace Andrews in ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE Thomaston to let. TEL. 45-12.
who he had summoned to the been the same animal seen that day this town, over the holiday and
129*131
MODEL A Ford (1930) pick-up
courthouse early that afternoon. by Mrs. Orin Harding, just as she week-end.
APARTMENT to let, 3 rooms, un Truck fr sale. TED SIILI, Warren.
"We've carried this thing a little too
128*130
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Emerson
of
left
her
home
on
the
Camden
road
furnished.
566 Main St., over Brown's
far. We've got to make friends of
Shce
Store,
adults
only.
C.
A.
to
go
to
the
village.
Mrs.
Harding
Island
Falls,
have
been
guests
of
FOR SALE
those people out there."
HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut St. Tet.
Central location, 6 rooms and
"I won't make friends with Ives," said it was chased by dogs, and went her brother and sister-in-law, Mr.
986-J.
128-130
fireplace; hot water heat (oil); ce
Sig growled, speaking with diffi toward the village, coming out near and Mrs. Ray Emerson.
culty. "Look at my mouth, my face. the Kenneth Cousins home on the
UNFURNISHED Apartment to mented basement; full bath, ideal
Mrs. Edith Robinson, Mrs. Flora
Look at the back of my head.”
let,, 3 rooms and bath, electrc stove, for doctor or professional man. F.
eastern road to Thomaston.
Kalloch and son, Roger Kalloch re
128-129
“You shouldn't have cussed the
and refrigerator, heat and water H. WOOD, Court House.
Mrs. Donald Mathews, who has turned Monday night from Port
furnished, adults only. TEL. 1568.
man. Sure, I know you got hurt, but
TWO Oil-burning Stoves for sale,
128*130 both in A-l condition; one white
it was your own fault. Now, look been a surgical patient at Knox land where they had passed the
here. We can swing those people our Hospital the past week, returned holiday with Elmer Locke and Mrs
FURNISHED well-heated Room enamel one gray. CHICK'S SER
way with a little sweet talk and home Monday.
VICE. Phone 266-W city.
Nida Copeland.
to let, $6; man preferred. TEL.
patting on the back. We can make
_____
________________ 127-129
279-W.
127*129
Mrs Douglas Gray and children,
Mrs. Mary Ulmer of Rockland was
'em eat out of our hands. You know
500 GALLONS Asbestoline Roof
LARGE Front Room to let, with
how many votes are out in that sec Peter and Judith will return Wed Monday dinner guest at the home
ing for sale at 30c per gallon. G.
tion, homesteaders and farmers?" nesday to Topsham, after passing of her nephew and his family, Mr. graduate from Warren High School kitchen privileges. TEL. 561-M.
127*129 H. THOMAS FUEL CO. Tel. Cam
Flanagan shook his head and a week with her mother, Mrs Chisie and Mrs. Roland Starrett. She also and is employed in the dry finish
den 2034.
127-6
frowned with the pain of the motion. Trone. and grandmother, Mrs. Liz-' was caller at the home of Mr. and room of the Georges River Woolen HEATED and unheated furnished
“No idea.”
NEW
River
Soft,
a
good
furnace
Apts.,
to
let.
V.
F
STUDLEY,
77
Mill. She is a member of Mystic
I zie Young, also her husband's par Mrs Harold Weaver.
"Well, all told, there are between
Park St. Tels. 8060'or 1234. 113tf coal, $16.25 a ton; Lehigh Valley,
Nut, at $23.50 and Coke and Bri
Pfc. Arthur Jenkins of Keesler Rebekah Lodge.
six hundred and eight hundred. ents, Mr. and Mrs. George E. Gray,
ROOMS Board bv dav or week. quettes for sale. J. B. PAULSEN,
For the present they will make
Maybe there are more, counting Douglas Gray joined his family Field, Biloxi, Miss., is passing a
123tf
th-ir friends and connections in here over the holiday and week-end furlough with his parents, Mr. and their home with Mrs. Annie Watts. WEBBER'S INN. Tel. 340-3, Thom Thomaston. Tel. 62.
aston.
2tf Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
other parts of the county. That’s
Mr and Mrs. Ray Emerson were Mrs. John Jenkins.
STATE OF MAINE
a good slug of votes. Sig. We’U
DRY Slabwood, sawed stove
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. H
Miss Virginia Boggs, and Miss County of Knox, SS.
need ’em.”
length, big jumbo cord load, 810.
WANTED
E.
Lewin
in
Portland,
joining
their
Constance Hunter returned Mon
To the Honorable Justice of the
"A man can’t hit me like Ives
Special price $6, small load, for
did and get by with it,” Flanagan son, and his family. Mr. and Mrs day to Concord, N. H., after pass Superior Court next to be held at
POSITION as housekeeper or limited time only. Call HILL
growled.
Joseph Emerson of Gorham, at the ing the holiday with Mr. and Mrs. Rockland, within and for the baby sitter wanted; age 22, experi CREST, Warren, 35-41 for prompt,
County of Knox on the second enced. TEL. 945-W.
129*130 dependable service,
llltf
“Well, he is getting by with it. Lewis home
Edwin Boggs Sr., Miss Mary Jane Tuesday of February A. D. 1950.
Look here, we've both got enough
CHICKS—Pullorum Clean U. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hall and Boggs, student at the Concord, N
RELIABLE, experienced Driver
Eleanor Hurd, of Thomastcn, in
on each other to put us behind bars daughter of Waterville, were with H. secretarial school, in Concord, the County of Knox and State of wants to drive you South for trans Approved for sale. Bronchitis Sc
for life. If I lose in this, you lose
Maine, wife of Pearl Nelson Hurd, portation. Write A. H, 7. The Cou Newcastle immune sex-link Pullets
—and we’d both better get out of her mother, Mrs. Jessie Walker and N. H. is, remaining here with her respectfully represents: that her rier-Gazette.
129*130 and Cockerels for a few open dates
parents
for
a
vacation
of
a
week.
during Dec. and Jan. In twice week
the country. I’ve got to be elected
maiden name was Eleanor Tuttle;
CARPENTER Work wanted, in ly hatches. DUTCH NECK HATCH
to save our skins.”
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Searle passed that she was lawfully married to the side remodelling, floors sanded and
ing his cigar with quick, angry
ERY, Melville W. Davis. Tel.
“Sam has, you mean."
snaps of his jaws, “I'll swear! The the holiday and week-end with said Pearl Nelson Hurd at said linoleum laying. ISRAEL SNOW 122-23 Waldoboro, Me.
“You know what I mean. We’ve homesteaders are organizing! relatives in Brewer, including, Mrs. Thomaston, on the' twenty- eighth 14 Ocean St, Tel. 1171-R,
129*4
_____________________ 107tf
been pretty highhanded, and we'll Who's behind it? You find out?”
day of April A. D. 1941; that they
COME to the Thrift Bargain Cor
Walter Mills, and Mrs. Ruth Wil never lived together as man and
DRY, cleft Hardwood, top quality,
be again if we stay in. Look, we ll
“That Halleck boy had been ridin' son.
wife; that your libellant has al ner for Dresses, Coats, Suits and mostly beech and maple. Prompt
have four more years if we beat
many things at reasonable prices.
about, talkin’ it up. I heard that
HILLCREST, Warren.
Burke. We can fill the woods with Ives is in with him on it too."
Mrs Charles Dudley and daugh ways conducted herself towards her If you have dresses, skirts or delivery.
Tel. 35-41.
104tf
said
husband
as
a
faithful,
true
hogs. We can turn on the pressure
ter, Miss Lucille Robbins and Mrs.
suits
to
sell,
send
them
to
the
“You see!’ Sig Flanagan broke
and affectionate wife; that on the
and make those peckerwoods glad
STOVE length Dry Slabs, deliv
cleaner
then
bring
them
in.
Free
Gertrude
Ring
of
Wilton,
N.
H„
said day of April 28, 1941, the said
to move out of the swamp. You can in. “He’s a troublemaker! Head off
ered, large load, approx. 2 cords,
were week-end and holiday guests Pearl Nelson Hurd deserted your Calenders; 102 UNION ST. 129*3 $19, small load $10. Hardwood sawed
do what you please to Ives after the the notes an’ that ax handle. Let’s
RELIABLE Woman wanted for as desired. LELAND TURNER.
put him in jail for a while. Maybe of Mrs. Jessie Mills, and his niece, libellant without cause and went
race is over, if we win.”
Miss Doris Hyler. Joining them at to parts unknown to her, since month as housekeeper in home for Tel. 406-J, after 5 p. m.
64tf
“Well, I guess I can wait six or it'll stop this thing.”
married couple with one child and
“Don’t be a fool, Sig! I can’t dinner were Joseph Stickney and which time she has never seen or infant. OREN ROBINSON, Rt. 2.
eight months to fix him up,” said
CITY
Sendee
Range
and
Furnace
heard from him, or received from
Sig Flanagan, “since it's so impor head off the notes I sent an hour Henry Batchelder of this town.
129*130 Oil; del. anywhere tn Rockland,
him any support; that his residence Waldoboro.
ago.
Besides, let 'em organize.
Thomaston, Warren: prompt and
tant to get his vote."
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Leach is unknown to your libellant and
POSITION wanted by middle"I’ve sent after the hogs,” said Maybe we can work on the whole were with Sgt. and Mrs. Harold cannot be ascertained by reason aged woman, general housework, courteous service. Tel. 406-J. L
Sheriff Martin. "I’ve sent Sam crowd better that way, anyhow. Leach and family in South Portland able diligence; that there is no col care elderly couple or in home with R TURNER, Old County Road,
lusion between your libellant and one child. Call in person at 39 City,_______________________ BMf
Bragg out to the swamp to see peo And if Ives did get in jail, some- over the holiday.
WASHING Machine and Wringer
the said Pearl Nelson Hurd to ob PARK ST.. City.
ple, just to visit with them and be body’d make a big thing out of it
129*130
for Burke’s race. No, we've got to
Henry Batchelder is with his son- tain a divorce; that your libellant
Roll Repairing. Pick up and de
sociable.”
POSITION wanted by practical liver. Tel. 677, Rockland. BITLER
in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. believes it reasonable and proper,
Sig Flanagan laughed. “You’re a play this thing slick and easy.”
nurse with hospital experience. TEL. CAR & HOME SUPPLY.
13tf
Andy’s suspicions were aroused Gordon Dodge,
slick duck!"
in Cumberland conducive to domestic harmony and 23-W.
129*131
consistent with the peace and
by
the
prompt
move
to
get
the
hogs
CONCRETE
Products
for
sale
—
Centre,
for
a
time.
"You ought to know,” Sheriff
morality of society, that the bonds
TRUCK Driver wants jcb. Will
Martin said, clipping the end of a out of the swamp. They were height
Mr. and Mrs. George Pote and of matrimony between her and her consider long distance. VERNON Burial vaults, septic tanks building
cigar. He rolled it against his ened by the very unexpected mes family returned Monday afternoon said husband should be dissolved RANQUIST. Tel. Warren 59-11. posts, outside concrete work, air
Compressor work.
ROBERT C.
tongue, tasting it. "And I sent the sages from Sheriff Martin and to Lynn, Mass., after passing the by divorce: Wherefore she prays
127-129 BURNS. Tel. 1439.
Itf
ax handle back to Ives with the Mayor Winslow.
that
such
divorce
may
be
decreed.
KENNEBEC Roofing and Siding
He studied the sheriff’s message, week-end and holidays with her
word that there won't be any trial.”
ELEANOR HURD,
Co. Tel. 1213-M, for free estimates;
and then the mayor’s.
“It's a parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Ov
December 23 1949.
“You did!”
BODY and FENDER
time payment with no money down,
erlock,
at
East
Warren.
trick!"
he
said
to
Dave
when
the
STATl!
OF
MAINE
"I typed him a nice note, so he'd
36 months to pay or write P. O.
boy
caught
up
with
him
on
the
County of Knox, SS.
know it was no trick, and told him
Seavey-Starrett
Box 424. perley' niles, city
WORK
Subscribed and sworn to before
that witnesses had come forward land they were plowing. “There’s
121tf
Announcement
is
made
of
the
me this twenty-third day of De
absolving him of blame in the mat something crooked here. I'd better
COMPLETE
PAINT JOBS
WE buy all kinds of Scrap iron
ter, and that the county was not see Jerry about it.” He handed marriage, Christmas Eve., of Miss cember A. D. 1949.
ANY
TYPE
TRUCK
REPAIRS
and
metal,
motors,
machinery,
bat

CHRISTOPHER S. ROBERTS.
disposed to press the case. He Dave the papers. "An' the sheriff Virginia L. Starrett, youngest
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
Notary Public. teries and rags. Highest prevailing
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hollis G. (Notary Seal)
should feel very mellow toward me sent my ax handle too.”
prices paid. MORRIS GORDON
REPAIRS
for that little favor."
“Your ax handle?” Dave inquired. ! Starrett, of this town, and William
& SON, 6 T St. Tel. 388-W.
STATE OF MAINE
ANY TYPE OF WELDER*
“A few nice gestures like this," “What—?”
D. Seavey son of Mr. and Mrs. Les (L.S.)
114tf
the sheriff went on, "and the home
“That's right; you don’t know lie D. Seavey of Pleasant Point, KNOX, SS.
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
steaders will begin to think I'm about that part of it." And he ex Cushing.
Clerk's Offlce, Superior Court, done at the Mend-It Shop, 192
their friend.”
plained that complication.
Union St. Grove St., entrance. Tel. ’78 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MM
Rev. J. Homer Nelson performed Rockland. December 27,inA.Vacation
TIL. 888-V
“What about the city angle?”
D.
1949
94-W. EVA AMES.
125*130
Andy laid the notes on a stump, j the double ring ceremony at the
Sig asked. “He disturbed the city’s
Upon the foregoing LIBEL, Or
weighted them with hard clods, and 1 Congregational parsonage, and the dered, That the Libellant give no
ANTIQUES, Glass. China, Furni
peace, didn't he?”
"I asked Mayor Winslow to send they went on with the work. It was couple was attended by Mr. and tice to said Pearl Nelson Hurd to ture, old Paintings, etc., wanted.
CARL E. FREEMAN, Glen Cove.
Ives a note similar to mine," the wonderful not to be faced with a Mrs. Raymond Borneman of this appear before our Superior Court to Tel. Rockland 103.
8tf
trial! But there was bound to be a
be
holden
at
Rockland,
within
and
sheriff informed him. “I leave noth
Genuine Factory
trick in this new move. Andy tried 1 town.
for the County of Knox on the sec
ing unturned, Sig, when I set out
to figure out the puzzle, but he I Mr. Seavey is employed at the ond Tuesday of February, A. D. 1950. MISCELLANEOUS
to get elected."
lacked some of the important parts. | Walter Tolman Poultry farm, at by publishing an attested copy of
Parts
A moment later. Warden Bragg
HOME for Convalescents and El
North Waldoboro. Mrs. Seavey is a said Libel, and this order thereon,
(To be continued)
returned with news of grave im
three weeks successively in The derly People. FLEMMING'S CON
For All Chrysler Mad
port. It made Sheriff Martin curse
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper print VALESCENT HOME, Waldoboro.
Cars
— DeSoto, Dodge
roundly, and he promptly suspected
ed in Rockland, in our County of Tel. 41-4.
128*130
EVERY USED CAR
that he had locked the barn after
Knox,
the
last
publication
to
be
Chrysler,
Plymouth.
NOTICE
After this date I will pay only
WE SELL IS
the horses were stolen.
thirty days at least prior to said those blits which I contract per We - carry one of the Larges
second Tuesday of February next, sonally.
Stocks in the State.
"They're talkin' of organizin’ out
I will be at the Assessors' Of
GUARANTEED
that he may there and then in our
there!" Bragg reported. “Every
Wholesale
and Retail
Elmer
E.
Conarv,
A 90 day guarantee is attached
said court appear and show cause,
fice on January 3 and 4 for the
man I saw didn't mention it, but
Dec. 27. 1949.
128*130
if
any
he
have,
why
the
prayer
of
to
the
good
Used
Cars
we
selL
two or three did; an’ they was so
purpose of receiving taxes for said Libellant should
not be PIANOS and House Organs tuned,
Plenty of cars—all makes. Fast
cocky that I couldn't pay a very
$4.00. Pipe Organs tuned. $50. JOHN
granted.
the Town of Warren. These will
friendly visit. A lot of those people
turnover. Just the car you want.
HUBBS. 69 Park Rt Tel '99-M
FRANK A. TIRRELL, JR.,
be the ONLY days until the tax
out there are pretty sore at us."
128-130
Justice of the Superior Court,
DREWETT’S GARAGE
books are closed.
A true copy of the Libel and Order
MAKE
your
floors
look
new.
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
Kaiser-Frazer Sales-Service
Andy Gets Notes
of the Court thereon.
Rent our new high speed sanders.
WILLIS A. MOODY,
ROUTE L
WARREN, ME.
25-31 RANKIN ST.,
(LB.)
Easy
to
use.
Low
rates.
Operat

From Mayor, Sheriff
TEL. 33-1
Attest:
Tax Collector.
ing Instructions and finishes avail
ROCKLAND
L “WelL” said the high sheriff, bit123-Th-tf
MILTON M. GRIFFIN,
able. STUDLEY HARDWARE CO,
129*130
117-Th-t
129-Th-5
Clerk. Thomaston, Me.
117-tf

to

Hope and Kate started to meet
them. Granny said dryly, "Well, at
least he has a lawyer who can take
It lightly!”
"Andy!” Kate said. "Oh, I’m so
glad you’re back home! Mr. Eliot
was in such a hurry to get away
that I couldn't get much out of him.
What happened?"
He told her briefly, omitting the
ax handle angle, which Mr. Eliot
had also neglected in his report.
“There won't be much to it," he
assured her. "I'll likely have to pay
a small fine for disturbing the
peace. The trial's set for next
Wednesday.”
Hope bit her lip, tried to smile,
then burst into tears. This was
dreadful—her father in town fight
ing! Things had been bad enough
without this!
"Hey there!” Jerry called, going
toward her. "It's nothing to cry
about. What if Flanagan had licked
him?”
“It’s not who licked whom,” Hope |
said, sobbing. “It's—it's that he was
In jail! That’s the awful part.”
"Suppose he were still in jail and
couldn’t get out,” Jerry argued.
“And, anyway, some of our best
Citizens get in and out of jail Look
at—well, look at John Bunyan, for
Instance.”
“You had to look a long way back
for an instance," Granny said
“Why didn't you make it really im
pressive and use the Apostle Paul?”
They went into the house. Kate
held Andy’s arm as if afraid he
might get loose again and fall into
durance vile.
Dave and Mr. Flipp had chased
the hogs away with the noisy co
operation of Bugler and Jessie Bell.
Each of the dogs, in their woods
roamings, had picked up the tech
nique of persuading a hog to change
locations. Under the enthusiastic
sickings-on of Dave and Mr Flipp
they had turned out a very neat job.
When Andy reached the field.
Dave and Mr. Flipp had already set
the posts. Mr. Flipp eyed Andy ad
miringly from the vantage point of
the stump on which he sat, and
said:
"Danged if you ain’t the one, now!
Goin' to town an' whuppin’ Sig
Flanagan!"
"I had some luck,” Andy said
modestly. "He's a better man than
I am.”
“I bet he don't think so now!”
“I wish I could have seen that!”
Dave exclaimed proudly. “Did you
get the handle?”
“Yes," Andy replied, “but 1 left it
ln town. Let’s get this fence up. I
know how they work. Used to sell
’em for Mr. Jaynes.”
When they had finished the fence,
Mr. Flipp looked at it doubtfully.
“You mean that one little ol’ strand
of wire’ll keep hawgs out'n them
pertaters?"
“It's the current that does it,"
Andy told him. “It's just the right
height for a hog to have to squeeze
under it, but as soon as he makes
contact he gets a shock that knocks
him back. It’ll do the job."
At that moment a fearful roar
from Bugler cleft the air. They
wheeled to see what was wrong, and
were quick enough to catch the
rangy young hound in the last stage
of a backward somesault. He had
touched the lone wire. When he had
regained his feet, he let out a puz
zled, pained "Ooohhhurp!" and
streaked for the house. His thin tail
was tucked, and his long ears were
flopping.
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Rowling's Garage

MILLER'S
GARAGE

Ned to say, "They're going to the
same place you're going."
Nine States lay behind us as we
drove into Virginia. "Now, those
MBS. EMMA WINSLOW
mountains are the Blue Ridge
Correspondent
Personal Account Of a Southern Jaunt With Mountains,
aren't they?" Ned would
Telephone 13-4
say. Then he would sing softly, "In
' Ned Veazie As Guest
the Blue Ridge Mountains of Vir
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Patrick re
ginia."
turned Monday to Rockland after
Brick houses predominate in Vir
Ned Veazie, Don's cousin, was to during the ride to one in particular ginia. Many of the houses were
spending Christmas with her moth
er Mrs. Margie Chilles, and sister, step into our new Cadillac—383—to white house he felt more excited painted white; many were yellow;
Miss Muriel Chilles.
take his first ride from the pines of than he had felt all day. It was others were the natural color of
Miss Barbara Brown, who passed Maine, in Rockland, to the palms my sister's house where he was to brick. Yes, brick buildings lined
Christmas with her parents, Mr. of Florida, in Coral Gables. The see my sister, Iva O'Neill and Bar the narrow main street in Winches
and Mrs. Elisha Brown, returned day—Nov. 29—was a rainy day. It bara and Woody Anderson Too, ter, the applecandy city, and
he saw Arthur Godfrey playing his
Tuesday to Worcester, Mass.
prompted Ned to say, 'This main
was in the afternoon that we had
Malcolm Winslow, who spent the everything arranged (or thought we uke on a blue-filtered television set. street is narrower than that of
holiday here returned Monday to had), that we drove (Don at the This was the last day in Novem Rockland." We peeked out of the
Worcester, accompanied by Mrs. wheel) out of the yard, on up to say ber. This was the night we were windows, then up at the red bells
Winslow, who had been visiting her good-bye to Oliver P. Hills then to see manj- old friends. This was used for decorating the city, as Ar
parents, Capt. and Mrs. A. M. Mil down to The Courier-Gazette for the night we learned cf the fact thur Godfrey said: "Will the or
ler.
a second goodbye. Hand-waving that my sister's shop with the chestra render "Jingle Bells."
Miss Marilyn Carver returned formed a magic line from Ned's ex words “Hi-Chair to Hi-School” over
After the orchestra played, after
Monday to Rockland, after being cited hands to those in Line Mc the door had been televised. How we had driven past signs of intrig
Christmas guest of her parents Mr. Rae’s investment office. If anyone the neighbors about Georgetown uing caverns—Dixie. Crystal, Luray,
could be excited at this moment, it had watched the performance! How Melrose. Natural Chimneys. Ned
and Mrs. Albert Carver.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Arey enter was Ned. for he took the wheel. He thrilled they were to see in action nodded at a metal marker; "End
tained at lunch and cards Monday bobbed his head several times, nod the business of one of their own of Sheridan s Ride.' Then we drove
night, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Maddox, ding a good-bye here and there, and shops—on television!
on past houses with roofs of painted
Driving out of Connecticut over aluminum, blue smoke, grey smoke,
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Bickford, Mr. moved off.
What was true for Ned as he left the Merritt Parkway, on into New brown smoke coming from the dif
and Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist. The
prize for the couple holding high Rockland was true for Edward Reed, York where the sun was actually ferent chimneys. Everyone was
est score was won by Mr. and Mrs. a cousin, in Woolwich. Excitement shining, Ned said. "Isn't this vast bundled up to keep his body warm,
reigned in all the three cousins' for a country boy!" Then we drove for it was cold outside. Everyone
Maddox.
Miss Helen Asiala of Northamp faces, a different excitement in each on and on, crossed the George Wash forgot his picnicking table that
ton, Mass., is visiting her parents face. Then, across the bridge, in ington bridge, actually leaving tlie reminded him of Summer warmth.
Bath, we stopped to see my niece, huge city bathed in sunshine.
Mr. and Mrs. Konsta Asiala.
And Arthur Godfrey kept us good
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce King who Marilyn Ramsdell McLain, and her
New Jersey greeted us with this iiatured with his lively jokes. The
spent Christmas with her parents, darling daughter, Paula.
sign; "Eggs 50 cents." Sand piles school teacher asked the pupil:
Enroute to Portland, where we i lined the ditches. We-all observed -what arc you chewing-gum or
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby have re
were to stay over night with my that every day in America is wash candy?" "Neither, teacher." came
turned to Beverly, Mass
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Swears brother, Winfield A. Ramsdell, Ned day; lines of flapping clothes were the answer. "I'm soaking a prune to
have returned from New Britain, kept saying, "Let it rain, let it rain, the measuring sticks for all the dif- eat recess!" All the time, we were
Conn., where they were guests of let it rain." It could be raining, he ferent families. Each line told its looking for a place to have a snack,
their son and daughter-in-law, Mr, told himself, and listened for sounds! story. In this State, as with all It would not be Friddler's restaurand Mrs. George Swears. While that the rain would let up. It made other States up North, garagemen ant for us. No. it wouldn't. We drove
there they had the pleasure of vis no difference that night for Ned were winterizing cars. Ned was to right on past Friddler’s, then
iting Bear Mountain, N. Y., and The nextmorning heremarked, “I i find the deep South vastly different,
stopped at a better place. The wait,
Kent Palls, Conn.
don’t know when I've enjoyed an Too at SQme garages there were ress said: "It’s getting right cool."
The sympathy of many friends is hour's soft piano music in the signs: "All week lollypops." And But the cows, the pigs, and the
extended to Mr. and Mrs. Harold home,” Mil, my sister-in-law, loves stone walls zigzagged the first slopes , orange-billed buzzards didn’t mind
Haskell in the death Dec. 21 of their her baby grand piano!
as we entered the Lehigh Valley. i the cold weather One circle of cows
Next morning, on the highway,
twin daughter, Gail Marie.
Just then. I'll have you know, munched at their husking of a pile
Dennis Skoog returned Monday Ned, taking in the details of the Don changed the subject. He called
corn stalks.
to the Maritime Academy after Maine Turnpike, his first experi attention to a huge white hen. her
Leah R. Fuller
spending Christmas with his par ence on the widely publicized high bright red comb cocked up high as!
(To be continued)
way, all ponds frozen over, the snow
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Gosta Skoog.
she peeked down into a huge white j
Mr. and Mrs. John Walsh who fences up, reflected that Maine had, nest of eggs. A sign read "Eggs 50
NORTH WARREN
passed the holiday with Mrs. Walsh' after all, something to be proud of.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodbury Robincents."
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Car Past clumps of standing Christmas
Arthur Godfrey was still with us. json and son Co‘by of Kingfield
trees, past piles of cut down Christ his uke cords in tune with our s»cnl Christmas with Mr. and Mrs.
ver, returned Monday to Boston.
past huge red barns and
Miss Lillian Ross of Boston visit .mas trees,
..
. .
... ,"7” head-turning, for there were manyIclifford Robinson,
6
n
ed Christmas Day with her father huger wide spaces, he drove 383 into
New
Hampshire,
saying,
"One
State tWn«s of interest
see’
Pvt' G€Orge L' WUey 15 home On
James Ross .sister. Miss Elizabeth
were
the
narrow,
tall
houses.
There
i
furlough
for the holidays.
Ross, and brother and sister-in-law behind us.”
At one of the huge white houses were the red shades-slatted-with Joseph Robbins passed the holiMr. and Mrs. Lyford Ross.
Recent guests at the Down Easter in New Hampshire, we saw on our yellow corn on the «>b showing day week-end with friends in MasInn were J. Pinchot Gaston, New right reindeer prancing in the sun through. There were the many j sachusetts.
Mrs. Herbert Hawes and family,
Canaan. Conn.,; Wood W. Tracy, shine for the holiday sightseers. We proper names that began with the
Stamford, Conn To celebrate the remembered them from earlier days letter K—Kowitz, Klengle, or Kuhn, Mr and Mrs. Howard Hawes and
birthday Monday of Mrs. Prank when we had spent Winters read There was the gasoline sign: 22.2 two chlldren cf Union and
Mank pa-ssed chrifitmas Eve with
Thomas, a beefsteak supper was en ing about them, and our memories cents, including tax.
It was as though Pennsylvania I Mr_ and Mrs. charles w. Mauk.
joyed by Mr. and Mrs. Thomas, Mr. of each Winter were pleasanter
and Mrs. Victor White, Mr. and than the one before. But now our: had asked a little red riding hood ' Holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
mer home of Winter. Yes, we left to stand at the entrance of this , Clifford Robinson were Mr. and
Mrs E. W. Simmons.
Paul Flagg of Yonkers, N. Y. Is thoughts leaped ahead to the Sum- huge State to greet us. A little girl J Mrs. Woodbury Rcbinson and son
guest at the home of Mr. and Mrs Santa's gifts—ready and waiting- had dressed herself all up in red for Colby of Kingfield, Mr. and Mrs.
on lawns by the roadsides, near us. She spied our Maine number
Gosta Skoog.
Stanley Robinson
and three chilt
the line dividing New Hampshire plate. then shied away as Penn
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Saunders
sylvania men put up the snow
from Massachusetts.
SEARSMONT
and two children, and Athleen
Foot by Foot, mile by mile, we left fences.
Mr. and Mrs. Preeman Woster
Robinson.
Our dark-skinned cousins began
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs behind us the slim, the slimmer
Millard Herrick in Southwest Har birch trees. Signs, hither and yonder to appear on the streets. Some were
NORTH SEARSMONT
bearing the word “Antiques,” ac riding bicycles heaped with mail.
bor.
Guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Bryant were knowledged the part Knox County, Some were polishing shoes. Some
Maine, played in the exhibits. And were hanging out clothes, measuring Elden Maddocks were Miss Chris
recent visitors in Oakland.
Mr. and Mrs. John Fairbanks and here school kept; a little girl in sticks for neighbors' families. And tine Norwood of Winchester. Mass.,
children, Richard and Grace, of bright red togs, a brighter red there was Stitt's barber shop beside Mrs. Susie Maddocks and sons Paul
Bangor called Saturday on her par Jacket, holding up her slate, all on a filling station, selling gas at 23 and Robert. Alfred Merriam of
Massachusetts joined his family
ents. Mr and Mrs. Maurice Bab painted wood, reminded all of cents a gallon.
here and spent Christmas with
•
‘
School"
here.
cock. They were accompanied here
We arrived in Gettysburg at 4
Close behind the little girl ,on the p. m. Dec. 2. Ned stood gazing at them at the home of Mattie Hook.
by Miss Grace Babcock R. N. of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jackson and
Machias, who spent the week-end right, was Santa drinking a Coco- the markers on the battlefields, and
Cola, too on painted wood. And the at Don’s look of inquiry. He said, family were guests Sunday of her
with her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Wood of War red-dressed gift-giver was to stay “This is a great moment of my mother, Mrs. Abbie Hannan.
Mr. and Mrs. James Bartlett and
wick Neck, R. I, were recent sup drinking every day during our trip life—in Gettysburg.” We-all could
family were dinner guests Sunday
per guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert South.
hear the soft chimes chiming out
Lexington, in Massachusetts, in
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Bardsley.
and down over the stones, a chime
Thomas.
trigued
our
guest.
He
liked
the
Mr. and Mrs. William Boothby
every quarter of the hour.
Mr. and Mrs Frederick Lucas and
and Infant daughter, Julia Ann. of community spirit In their elaborate
What if the car—383—was cov
decorations.
He
liked
the
entire
city
children visited Sunday with Mr.
Rockland, and Mr. and Mrs. Wilered with snow next morning? We
11am Cavanaugh of South Portland Viewing it as we did through closed
and Mrs. Don Lucas.
had thought that this might hap
windows,
we
felt
warm
as
hust

were week-end guests of Mr. and
Work is progressing rapidly on
ling persons kept out the cold by pen, for it had snowed the night Kenneth Small’s new house, located
Mrs. Oourdon Boothby.
Fred Zachowski Is spending his hurrying. "That's the first time I've before. What if we were to see the near the site of his former home,
holiday vacation from his studies at reached for the clutch”, Ned said, Blue Ridge Mountains on our left, which was sold last Summer.
the University of Maine with his as Arthur Godfrey moved in with the Allegheny Mountains on our
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Drake
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Zachow us with his uke. A shrinking snow right, under light blankets of snow? were dinner guests Sunday of Mr.
man, his black buttons resting at Weren't we northerners headed and Mrs. Milton Blake.
ski.
Carl Howard a student at Skow his shrinking feet, told us without South? Ned reminded me of a
Mrs. Mildred Freeman of Portand
hegan High School is spending the words that here in Massachusetts, Shakespearean character who once is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Lil
holiday vacation at the home of his snow had been deeper than we had said: ‘Travellers should be content." lian T. Sweetland and was a recent
Maryland and West Virginia,
father, Colby Howard, and with seen it. Ned smiled, made a mock
caller in this vicinity.
grimace, and stepped on the gas. Ned noticed, sent narrow strips of
other relatives in this section.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Tinney have
Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel Woodbury of Arthur called for a "White Christ land for us to ride over. He re closed their home in the Borough
marked. "Look at the attractive
Morrill were Christmas dinner mas."
and moved to Lincolnville where
Maine is ever about, it seems. houses." As I noticed at the out
guests of Mr and Mrs. Charles
the former has employment.
Right then. I'll have you know, Don set, he was fidgety; he was driving
Jones.
George Cove was a recent caller
said,
“
LookHere
comes
Dana
New

383 nearer to his daughter, Louise.
A committal service for Mrs. Sa
at
the home of Elden Maddocks*
rah Luce, a former resident here man down the street." Then we Here, in these two States, gas was
He had been in ill health but is
caught
up
to
and
passed
a
potato
who died recently in Oakland after
selling for 24 cents.
Cows were
recovering.
a long illness, was held Sunday at truck bearing the words "Caribou, feeding in green pastures. Flocks of
Maine."
The
cars
exchanged
toots.
Oak Grove cemetery.
/birds here and there prompted Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman On and on through turned-back
had as holiday dinner guests, Mr piles of snow we journeyed.
In Connecticut Don was driving.
and Mrs. Laurence Harriman and
Repay CASH YOU GET
family and grandson, Russell Esan- He had said to Ned, "Ned, keep
Monthly
cy, Alton Collins, Mrs Ora Clark your eyes closed and tell me when
$110 $190 $260
and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Harri we reach Connecticut." Ned soon
15 Mot. $9.21 $15.88 $21.60
man and family of Thomaston, Mrs. said, his eyes closed, "This is Conn
20 Mot. 7.39 12.73 17.29
ecticut,
”
and
opened
his
eyes.
Angie Kimball of Rockland, and
Interest charges. 3% p*r month on
balancit up to $150, 2’/r% pir month
Miss Priscilla Collins of Newbury Laurel glossy and green, carpeted
on any rimaindir of tuch bo lances up
the slopes; frozen ponds were
port, Mass.
to $300.(121
stepping stones for the birds. To
Phone
tha
YES
MANager
—
give a few necessary facta
TRIVIA
bacco sheds were closed up. Near
—then coma in. It’s “Yes” to 4 out of 5 promptly.
I'm a Mom with a legitimate gripe the entrance to the WUbur Cross
Leans $25 te $300 en Signature, Furniture or Car
I've got too many noses to wipe! highway, a woman, an apron over
I've got two little girls In bed
her head, her only protection'
"TMt COMRAMrJ ' THAT tIKIS TO SAT Ytf
Each one down with a cold in against the weather, stood shield
the head!
I'm the one who tends their colds ing an axe. chopping down a tree
bardon me . . bwhile I plow by for firewood.
2nd TL, 356 MAIN ST., PHONE: 1133
dose . . .
Attractive white houses nestled
bmi
ts rnidailt •( oil urrMndin, tsam • Small lam Statula tkmu Na. 3$
—Edith Crockett.
up and down the hillslopes of
LOANS $350 UP IO $1000 MADE BY
There was much
Tourists continue to flock to Connecticut.
NEW ENGLAND FINANCE CORPORATION
Mexico.
kindliness in Ned’s beaming, and
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THE SAME RESOLUTIONS FOR

For over SO New Years — ever since the business was
founded — First National Stores have made AND KEPT
the same resolution: By ever increasing efficiency, to
bring you, the consumer, the biggest possible values in
fine foods. THAT’S WHY — FOR PRICES THAT ARE
THRIFTY — SHOP AT FIRST NATIONAL IN 1950!

NEW YEAR'S
FAMILY DINNER
Baked Cooked Ham

★Corn Fondue
Buttered Carroti
Spinach
Corn Bread

o

Brookside Ice Cream Roll

Coffee

Fruit Cake

COOKED

HOLIDAY SHOPPING HOURS

HAMS

ALL OUR STORES WILL BE

OPEN

WHOLE OR YOUR CHOICE

FRIDAY EVENING UNTIL 9 P. M.

OF EITHER HALF

CLOSED

MILD SUCAR CURED

SATURDAY EVENING AT 6 P. M AND
ALL DAY MONDAY. JANUARY 2nd

LB

NEW YEAR PARTY NEEDS
Ham Spread

Va°rz 29c

’T

Hormel

3-OZ
CAN

Lobster Paste

Lobster
Sardines

a| agC
/

SMOKED LEAN REG. STYLE

Shoulders

c6a°nz69c
6’/2-OZ

chatka

can

2

kins oscar

Grated Tuna

“SS

Potato Chips

cxiNi

49c
6-OZ nrC
CAN 23
bag 33
2'2-OZ a f\C
CAN
| LJ

jcan°sz

Potato Sticks

»-oz
BUCKET

Stuffed Olives

^ftC

□ QC
□

7 46
°z j.ac
Tomato Juice finait 2
CANS
EVERYDAY SAVINGS

PLUMP MOUNTAIN GROWN

LB 37c Turkeys

BONE IN, WESTERN STEER BEEF

2c^33c

caXc,L

Crabmeat

«59'

ROASTING—4’/2 TO 6-LB. AVG.

i" 55' Chickens

Chuck Roast

TENDER LIGHT SOFT MEAT

L» 55*

FRESH TENDER NATIVE

lb 43‘

lb 63' Fowl

Lamb Legs

FRESH GROUND MEAT

Hamburg

NATIVE FRYERS OR BROILERS

39'

Chickens

LB

RIB OR CHINE ENDS

FANCY SKINLESS

Frankfurts

Pork Loins

LB

LB

FRESH LEAN MEATY

SLICED RINDLESS

Bacon

Shoulders

LB

LB

RICHMOND SLICED OR HALVES
29-OZ
CAN

Peaches

21c

PURE VEGETABLE SHORTENING

it

Marvo
SMOOTHY

FANCY CLEAR MEAT

FRESH PLUMP STEWING

OCEAN FRESH - MEATY

COD STEAKS

OYSTERS

HADDOCK

LB

KRIJPY
CRACKERS

65c

FILLETS f 39‘

i>yvtabh»s

V

BABI JUICE NATURAL COLOR

SERVE WITH HORS D'OUVRES

ORANGES

HI-HO
CRACKERS

ALASKA—DELICIOUS SERVED CREAMED

Pink Salmon
STANDARD RED RIPE

Tomatoes

2

CANS

25c

Morsels

5

Quaker Oats

2p°g

Apples

FOR

5 « 29'

FANCY FIRM YELLOW
CELLO

2

cpekc°

5‘>?*cH45‘

Onions

PKC

Spinach

15C

BAC

Grapefruit 3

HANS-M-MINERAL RICH

QUICK OR REGULAR

MESH

FANCY NATIVE CORTLAND

Tomatoes

6p°g21c

>

FLORIDA EXTRA LARGE

FIRM RED RIPE

FOR HOLIDAY BAKING

Nestle's

pt

^refill Fruits iiihI

ALWAYS FRESH AND CRISP

Sunshine

35e

\2-W. *5f\C
MR

Peanut Butter
Sunshine

Fatje FTvi
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Tiie«aay-Thurs9ay-SaTur8l!

NATIVE BLUE HUBBARD

29c Squash

3

10'

ONION SOUP
15-OZ

Habitant

QUICK FROZEN - SPECIALLY PRICED FOR THE HOLIDAY

CAN

BELLVIEW PAPER

GREEN PEAS

2 PKGS
OF 80

Napkins

2

12 OZ
PKCS

SERVE DELICIOUS

CORN FONDUE
1 /3 rup bread crumbs
1-1/2 cups cream-style earn
2 t$p. minced onion
3/4 cup prated chee»e
1/2 teaspnnn salt, pepper
2 eggs, beaten
I /2 eop 'raided milk
Blend ell inoredientt m*n tbe apnt.
eddino tb« milk Iasi
Pour mte «
pp*a«*d Hat pan (4 In. < ft in i end
*et b. a pan ef het water
Bike in
a moderate oven (310 F.) until «et
abomt I hour. Make' 4 servinq'.

MAINE CORN

2
DELICIOUS SERVED CREAMED

|

jP

Finast
Cream Style

20 OZ
CANS

30-OZ
CAN

FRUIT COCKTAIL

CAN

TIMBERLAKE—FANCY SOLID PACK

SLICED OR HALVES—IN HEAVY SYRUP

7-OZ
CAN

WHITE TUNA

1

CANS

FINAST CALIFORNIA FRUITS

4-OZ

SLICED BEEF

10&-OZ

29-OZ
CAN

FINAST PEACHES

ELBOWS AND SPAGHETTI

DELICIOUS, TENDER, FLAKY

MUELLER'S MACARONI 2^21c

FINAST PIE CRUST

SHARP TANGY WISCONSIN

RICH CALIFORNIA

AGED CHEESE

59c

SEASONED WITH CHOICE SPICES

FRIEND'S

Finest New England

BAKED BEANS

n
kJ rfrW.SMa f
too’•.•duouwwclj)

BEEF ANO

gp

100?; Whole Wheat

BREAD
3LENDED WITH HONEY

2202

QC

LOAF

3F

CANS

Brown Bread

can

17(

AIL OF OUR BAKED GOODS

ARE RECEIVED FRESH DAILY

Trices effective at First National Super Markets in this vicinity.

FIRST

15-OZ
CAN

vv

Bakery Treats!

Luscious New England Style
Baked in Brick Ovens
Yellow Eye - California Pea
Or Red Kidney

2

CTN

HEAT AND SERVE

TALL
CANS

28-OZ

8-OZ
CANS

2-LB

FINAST PRUNES

VITAMIN ENRICHED—PURE EVAPORATED

EVANGELINE MILK

i
I

TOMATO SAUCE
EXTRA LARGE SANTA CLARA

14-OZ

FINAST KETCHUP

CANS

*f O C

IO

Angel Cake each 29'
fSINCH t
Cake
TFA

tach 25‘

Trices subject to market fluctuations.

NATIONAL

STORES

ON

R0AD T0 MIAMI

LOAKS
IN ONE TRIP!

FINANCE CO.

mr

Tuesaay-Tfiureday-Salurasy
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THOMASTON

Probate Court News

ROCKPORT

EAST FRIENDSHIP

CAMDEN

The Tide Of Toys

WALDOBORO

Mr. and Mrs. Almon Burns en
tertained
a
family
gathering
New* and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
Storer-Collins-Harding Post
This Is Not a Legal Notice
MISS HELEN M. RICH
MRS. ISABEL LABE
MRS LEE SHAW
j Christmas Day.
or telephoned to
Begins a Worthy Cam
Correspondent
Correspondent
Correspondent
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL 113-3
Wellman Hupper is driving a new
paign
Wills Allowed: Wallace Neal Page,
Telephone
2214
Plymouth car.
Telephone 78
Tel Camden 2564
Storer - Collins - Harding Post,
Miss Helen Newcombe of Brook Harjula and Mrs. Mildred Harjula late of Camden. dec?ased. Bessie
j Mr.s. Ruth Benner spent. ChristBenson Page of Camden appointed
line, Mass., was holiday guest of
Misses Nancy and Katherine American Legion, in Union, an
Alice V. Oliver
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Creamer en
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Compton, mas jn Rockland with her daughMr. and Mrs. Robert Walsh.
Services for Miss Alice Viola executrix Isaac Edson Archibald, and daughter, Susan, returned here ter Mrs. Beatrice Gardner and Hobbs were home from Boston to nounces that.it is organized for the tertained at Christmas dinner; Mr.
spend Christmas with their mother, American Legion program of "Tide and Mrs. William Collins and son
The annual meeting of the Con Oliver, who died Dec. 23 at the late of Thomaston deceased; The Monday alter spending the holidaysj (amny.
of Toys."
Miss Effie Danielson of Roxbury Mrs. Crosby Hobbs.
Gary, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Cream
gregational Church and Society wil'. home of her niece, Mrs. H H. Grin- First National Bank of Damariscot- wdb hjs parents in Portland.
Plans were made last Tuesday er and Bobby Harrington, of Port
be held Tuesday at 2.30 in the Fed dell, in Belmont, Mass., were held fa appointed executor; Austin K
An attractive program was pre- Mass., was guest over the holiday Gage (‘•Tim ’i Grindle is a surgical
Tuesday at the Davis Funeral Home. Kalloch, late of Warren, deceased. sented to the parents and friends of at Albert Jameson’s,
patient at the Maine Ear & Eye night at the home of Legion Com land; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cun
erated Church vestry.
mander Robert Heald for the col ningham and family of Jefferson;
Rev.
Hubert
Leach
officiated.
The
Emma
K.
Kalloch
of
Warren
apthe children of the Baptist Church
Mrs. C. L. Fales and Miss Helen Infirmary in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Plouffe of
lecting and packing of the gifts and Mr. and Mrs. Russell Creamer
bearers
were
Henry,
David,
and
pointed
executrix;
Ernest
A.
Spear,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
S.
K.
Gross
of
Friday
night
consisting
of
these
Fales,
with
friends
from
the
vilHolyoke. Mass., were holiday guests
John Grindell and Ernest Pero. late of Thomaston, deceased, Sadie numbers: Mrs. Albert Rhodes class lage were jn Portland Saturday.
Brewer spent the week-end with Mr and full co-operation of Legion and of Damariscotta.
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Roch.
Burial was in Thomaston cemetery. W. Spear of Thomaston appointed Qf tjpy lots gave recjtations those Mrs. Hazel Hupper of Port Clyde Gross’s parents, Mr and Mrs. L Auxiliary members was pledged to
Mrs. Faustina Simmons and Mrs.
Miss Mary Stafford of Presque
carry out the drive.
Miss Oliver was born near Oyster i executrix.
participating Vernon Ames, Kath-! was a caller at Wellman Hupper’s O Gross.
Alice Harris were holiday guests of
Isle passed Christmas with Mr. and
"Tide
of
Toys"
is
a
campaign
Masonic Assembly will be held to.
River May 28, 1866. She was the
Petitions
for
Administration erine Hawkins, Stephen Wood", (Wednesday.
£
Mr.s. Philip Edwards.
launched by the American Legion Mr. and Mr.s. Clarence E. Reed.
daughter of the late Capt. David Granted Estates, Elmer E. Trask. Vickey Pendleton, Stephen and
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Marshall, Miss night Entertainment committee is
to
collect
toys
fi'om
the
children
of
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Mercier P. Oliver and Mary (Fevler). She late of Rockland, deceased, Elmer Katherine Ladd. Donna Ames, Lee Florence Geyer of Cushing, spent Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Fuller, Mr. and
The American Legion and Aux
and family have returned after a had always made her home here, s Trask Jr., of Rockland ap- Marshall .Judy Gray, Earl Dodge, . Christmas Eve with Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Oscar Grinnell and Mr. and America to send to the children of iliary held their annual Christmas
Europe in furtherance of the cause party Dec. 21 at the Legion Hall.
holiduy visit w.th his parents. Mr. with the exception of seven years in pointed administrator; Ethel B. Jerry Morton, Donald Rhodes. Jo-Roscoe Marshall.
Mr.s. Frank Maloney
and Mrs S. A. Mercier in Rumford. the 90's when she toured the world Pomrov. late ol Rockland, deceased; seph Thierault, Nancy Andrews,' Mr and Mrs HaI.rj Moore of
Games, dancing and refreshments
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Johnson of Peace and Good Will.
The Union Post announced that were the attractions, including a
Among these here to attend the on sailing vessels with her father, Clyde W. Murray of Rockland ap- Ralph Andrews, Skipper Pound, RO[-i;iapd spent the week-end and spent Christmas with their son and
and Mrs. collections would be made in Union, Christmas tree. In charge were:
funeral of Miss Alice Oliver were who was master of numerous clip- pointed administrator.
Mary Andrews and Sandra Upham., ho]iday with Mr. and Mr.s. Leonard daughter-in-law. Mr.
Appleton, and South Hope. Each Mrs. Josie Wood, Mrs. Alice Han
DrvViioz'i»a
’’cs Place
- _
ATivo-il
/"la
i TI PT* in
Virgil
Gardiner
in
Calais.
Robinson
Class
Mrs. Rodney Edgett. Mr. and Mr.s. pers of the Edward Ellis O Brien
Petitions for Confirmation of Mrs- Katherine
Copp and Mr.s. Mary Grafton.
section of the towns will be covered ahan, Mrs. Palmina De Napoli and
Mrs
Ralph
Trim,
Rockport,
won
Beverly Clougn,
Henry Grindell, Miss Priscilla Grin- fleet. She went around Cape Horn Trustee Granted: Estate, Isaac gave readings,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Townsend,
and the people of those towns are Mrs. Mildred Abbctoni.
dell. John and David Grindell ol seven times, and around the Cape Edson Archibald, late of Thomas- Jerry Pound- Nancy Young, Doro- daughter calista and husband of first prize at the Grange whist par
asked to have a gift wrapped and
ty
Saturday
night;
Ralph
Trim,
Belmont, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. of Good Hope twice. When her ton, deceased. The First National thy Ulmer, John Ladd, San ra , or-i Wegt Boothbay were at Austin
Mrs. Howard Chapman of Rock
ready for the collectors who will
second;
and
Roy
Hurd
of
Lincoln

ton,
Lloyd
Roebuck,
Richard
AnErnest Pero of Westfield. Mass.
father died at sea off St. Helena Bank of Damariscotta appointed
land,
was guest Monday of her
Orne’s, Friday.
call for them Tuesday, Jan. 3, 1950,
ville Beach, consolation.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Mat-,^,
Miss Jean Spear has returned to Island in 1898, Miss Oliver navigat trustee; Georgna Robisjiaw. late of drews.; exercise by Beverly Clough,
Miss Mary Allen of Connecticut
during
the
day
or
evening.
Toys
Mr.s. Mildred Knight of the Pub
theyrs.
the Chelsea. Mass., hospital where ed the square rigger into Boston Rockland, deceased, Harvey J. Jerry Pound, Nancy Andrews, Dor is visiting her mother, Mr.s. Mari
lic Nursing Service, Boston, spent should be marked for children of
othy Ulmer and John Ladd. Mrs.
she will resume her duties after Harbor.
etta Allen.
Robishaw of Rockland appointed
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Benner enter
any
one
of
three
age
group.
Christmas with Mr. Knight at their
Overlock's class gave a tableau and
She is survived by a sister. Mary trustee.
spending the holidays with her par
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wyllie.
tained at dinner Sunday, Mrs Ma
1.
Pre-school,
one
to
five
years,
home
on
Mountain
street.
Mrs. Marion Cash's class a varied
C. Berg of Thomaston; a brother.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Spear.
daughter Barbara of South War
Petitions for Guardian granted:
mie Wallace, Jesse Benner, Mr. and
A reception for the newcomers in male or female.
presentation consisting of piano
David
P.
Oliver
of
Jackson.
Calif.;
ren were dinner guests Christmas
Estates.
Walter
Thompson
of
Rock2 School, six to 14 years, male Mr.s. Virgil Wallace and Maynard
Rev. Fr. William Berman. S. J.
to the membership of the Congrega.
duet. Judith Rhodes and Lorraine
of Boston and Misses Nellie and two nieces, Mrs. R. M. Edgett and iand. Cora Thompson of Fort Fair- Dow; recitations by Shirlene Heath, of Mrs. Wyllie’s parents, Mr. and tional Church will be held Wednes or female.
Wallace.
3 Adolescent, 14 years or up, Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Reed, Mr. and
Grace Gaffney cf Augusta were holi Mrs. H H. Grindell, both of Bel field appointed Guardian; Laura Vera Andrews, Mary Lovejoy, and Mrs. Frank Miller.
day night at the Parish House.
mont, Mass.; two grandnieces and M. "Rising of Rockland, Elmer A. Caro, Cash violi„ ROlo by
day guests of Mrs. John McCoy.
Mrs. Robert Reed and sen Bobby,
Miss Gertrude Wood of Belmont male or female.
grandnephews
It is urged that to each gift the and Stanley Reed, all of Portland
Rising of Reading, Mass., appoint- Dow and accompanied at the piano Upham Paul and was a life-long and Miss Eleanor Wood of Farm
A parish ineeting will be held at
~ ~
ed guardian. Jerome C
Burrows of‘ by Judith Rhode,, recitation by resident here. She was a member ington spent Christmas with their donor attach a note of greeting from were guests Sunday of Miss Grace
8 o’clock in the Baptist vestry fol
a child Only sturdy toys can be ac Simmons
Rockland appointed Agent in Qad Alexander; Mrs. Carl Small's of the Baptist Church.
brother, Carleton P. Wood
lowing the prayer service at 7.
,«
UNION
Surviving her are a son, Weston
Maine; Lucy J. Packard of Cam- cjass gave recitations by Janice
John Stoia of Brookline, Mass., cepted and no warlike or fragile Freeman L. Wincapaw, 41, died
Mr and Mrs George Sullivan ofj
den. Alexander R. Gillmor of Small,
Anne
Ingraham, Cy- W. Wall, four daughters, Mrs. Au- was holiday guest at Mrs. Crosby toys will be sent. Commander Heald suddenly of a heart ailment, Mon
Brewer passed the holiday with his
MRS. CHARLOTTE HAWES
announced that by vote of the Le
Camden appointed Guardian.
rene Andrews then an exercise and Stista Maguire of West Newton Hobbs.
parents, Mr. and Mr.s. Harry Sul
Correspondent
gion and Auxiliary the Union Post day. He was born in this town,
Petition for License To Sell Real _ a song followed with recitations by Mass.; Mrs. Diana Pitts, Mr.s. Edna
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Anderson
livan.
son of Carmelius and Elsie Borne
Estate Granted: Estate Mabel A. Janet Meservey, Jerry Lovejoy and Ligraham and Mrs. Ethel Spear, and daughter spent Christmas with collections will be sent to Finland.
Telephone 2-21
Mr. and Mis. Malcolm J. Watts
man Wincapaw, and operated a
Gifts
will
be
accepted
at
Goff
Rowell of South Thomaston, filed Virginia Ulmer, a song by the class and a sister, Mrs. Jessie Sproul oi Mr Anderson's mother, Mrs. Grace
of Phoenixville, Penn., were week
general store in the Back Cove
store
and
at
Robert
Russell's
resi
by
Leon
O
Crockett
of
Camden.
a
nd
Barbara
Rhodes.
Joan
Morton,
Camden;
also
16
grandchildren,
22
Anderson, and his grandparents,
Charles Thurston and Wilbur
end guests of Mr and Mrs. Randall
community. He leaves his widow,
deuce
in
Union.
If
collectors
fail
to
Judith Young, Norma Heath, and
grandchildren and two great- Mr. and Mrs. Orrington Cross, Har
Thurston spent Monday with A. T Guardian.
Jones.
Faith Curtis Wincapaw, a son Da
call
donors
should
telephone
the
Accounts
Allowed:
Estates,
Albert
Jeanne
Schalu
also
gave
recita,
great-grandchildren.
den avenue.
Mrs. Marie Singer is passing a Thurston in Rockland
vid and a sister, Mis. Lottie Nor
residence
of
Robert
Russell
at
Funeral services will be held
Cora M. Ordway
Mr and Mrs. Robert Farris and W Hooper, late of St. George, de- tions.. Rev Carl Small's class sang
few days at the home of Mr.s. J.
Union, 36-5 and a ear will be dis ton. Services will be held Friday
ceased,
first
and
final
account
filed
songs
and
gave
from
memory
sevThursday
afternoon
from
her
home
Mr.s. Cora M. Ordway. 88, died
Miss Harriet Williams w ent Monday
A. McEt oy
at 2 o’clock from the Flanders Fu
by Fred E. Hooper. Executor: Eliza- eral verses of scripture. Santa wason Commercial Street, Rev. Carl Dec 22, at her home 58 Mountain patched for the gift. A generous
neral Home. Interment will be in t
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Irvine of to Augusta. Miss Williams rebeth V. Hoffses, late of Thomaston, greeted after the program and he Small officiating. Interment will street. She was born in Lincolnville and ready response is expected to
Worcester, Mass., were W'eek-end mained to spend the Winter with
Sweetland Cemetery, South Waldo
make
the
campaign
a
success.
deceased. First and Final Account distributed gifts among the children, be in Amsbury Hill Cemetery.
July 4, 1861, daughter of Sylvester
visitors at the home of Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Newton.
boro.
filed by* Edith M. Carroll, adminPastors uum
from both
churches re
re• 7foundZ*~’in
■ large quanti- and Mary Heal Morse.
Portable one-man straws, driven
raswrs
ouui cnurcncs
starch is
Mrs. J. Frank Wilson.
At the home of Mr. and Mrs.
She
was
a
member
of
the
Con

corn wheat rice beans p0.
by small gasoline engines, have
Miss Gertrude Hanley has re- Ralph Williams for Christmas din- istratnx; Martha Watts alias Mar- pOrt that the Christmas congrega- ties
SPRUCE HEAD
tha Watts Russell, late of Rock- tions were unusually large. The tatoes Rweel otatoes and cassava. gregational Church and the Me- considerably lightened the labor of
turned to Portland Hospital to re- ner were Abner Griffin. Mr. and Mrs.
Ladies
of the Chapel Society of
port, deceased, first and final ac- cantata which was to have been
Even jewe,ry js emerging in red gunticook Grange.
the lumberman.
sume her duties after spending the Charles Howe and Miss Ruth Hcwe
Union Church will meet Jan. 3 at
Surviving her are a brother, Au
count
filed
by
Frank
F
Harding,
presented"in
the
Methodist
church
tones
to
go
with
the
new
red
clothes
holiday with her parents. Mr. and of Bath, Mr. and Mrs. John Wil2 o’clock at the home of Mrs. Callie
brey Morse of Oregon and several
administrator; Matti Kaarti. late of was postponed one week because of that are s0 popular this year.
Mrs. Louis Hanley.
liams cf Waldoboro, Mrs. Lela HasRackliff to work for a Summer fair
nieces, nephews and cousins.
St. George, deceased, first and the illness of some of the partici____________
Mrs Orett Robinson recently en- kell, Miss Florence Thurston and
and bazaar for benefit of the com
final account filed by Saimi K. pants. It is now' scheduled for next
Fuel is wasted if gas or oil feedFuneral services were held Mon
tertained at Morse's corner at a Miss Harriett Williams,
munity. Ncn-members will be wel
Lantz, administratrix.
Sunday morning at 9 45 with Mrs. ing to the furnace is noproperly day from the Gilbert C. Laite Fu
surprise birthday party for her! Mrs Lela Haskell left Wednesday
comed. Knitting needles will be fly
Petitions for Probate of Will James Miller as the director and mixedwith air A heating contractor neral Home, Rev. H I. Holt and the
daughter, Mrs. Lois Harjula. Pres- for DeLand Fla., where she will Presented for Allowance: Rather-! with Mr.s. Ruth Graffam at the should be called several times dur Rev. F. J. Loungway officiating. In
ing, crochet needles will be clicking,
ent were Mrs. Blanche Upham. remain for the Winter.
ing the Winter to make sure the terment W’as in Mountain View
ine Ulmer Coombs, otherwise known console.
while the seamstresses are cutting
Miss Cora Robinson. Mrs. Ellen
Mrs. Albert
Johnson
cemetery.
spent j as Kate U. Coombs, late of VinalChristmas slides
on Biblical mixture is correct.
BMeSTiN US SAWA/6S BONK and sewing.
Nelson. Mrs. Jenny Anderson. Christmas with relatives in New haven, deceased, Kendall F. Hatch scenes were shown during the serMrs. Helen Hallowell. Mrs. Laura York City.
of Cape Elizabeth named executor; vice Sunday night at the Baptist
Harjula. Mrs. Mildred Harjlua.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Ellingwood Elma A Burns, late of Camden, church after which Harold Page
Mrs. Mary Harjula. Mrs. Viola of Springfield passed the holiday deceased
William L Pullen of rendered a vocal solo.
Littlefield, Mrs. Emma John with Mr. and Mrs. George Day.
Miss Regina Quimby, a student
Newton, Mass., named executor;
son and Mrs. Esther Lunden of
Guests not previously listed at Paris A Rackliff, late of Owls at the Gorham State Teachers Col-.
Warren. The time was spent so
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Head, deceased, Gilford B Butler lege' is spending her vacation with
cially and sound Christmas movies Lucas were Mr. Michael Sider ol |Of south Thomaston named execu- ^er Paren^s» Mr. and TJrs. Frederick
were
w „shown
f by Mr. Robinson and New York City and MLss Rulh tor- Bert R. Witham. late of Rock- QuimbyMr Harjula. The_ repastincluded Preeman of Camden.
' land deceased, Minnie M Witham
Harold Page is vacationing at his
birthdaycakes made by Mrs.Laura
An entertainment featuring
the of Rockland named executrix- Guv honle here: he is slud>’inS for the
Rockland Band and Haskell, the C. Sheldon, late of Camden, de- ministry at the New England School j
Magician, from Augusta will take ceased. Mildred S. Knight of Cam- °f^e°2°8y at Br°°^lme1— (A bit of information such as a clue, hint or warning; a pointer).
Gill Payson and Kenneth Jarvis
place Friday at 8 In the High School den named executrix.
= TELEPHONE
£9 2 .
of
Bath
were
recent
guests
at
the
gym. Proceeds will go toward payPetition for Allowance Presented
2— (A small gift of money; a gratuity).
ing for the public address system, for Notice: Estate Frank L. Seavey Lovejoy home on Beach Hill.
TODAY-FRI.-SAT.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cavanaugh
with phonograph attachment to be iate of Glen Cove, deceased, filed
entertained at a large party Sun
installed in the gym.
by Jennie F. Seavey of Rockland,
n COMES 10 THE
day with all of their ten children
WE OFFER TIP FOR TIP
A family party, including five widow’.
except one son, present. Charles
SCREEN OUT OF
generations, gathered Christmas
Accounts Presented for Notice;
Alton, Jr., who is in the Marine
The second definition in exchange for the first from YOU.
Day at the home of Wilbur Thurs- Estates. Emma G. Hodgkins, late
LIFE’S RICHEST
Corps and stationed in Florida was
ton.
Present
W
’
ere
his
father,
of
Thomaston,
deceased,
first
and
EMOTIONS^
unable to attend. Present were: Mr.
Charles Thurston, Mr. and Mrs. final account filed by Elroy F.
The Courier-Gazette offers a cash payment—a tip—to the first person
and Mrs. Luke Dorr, and son Greg;
stay in
William Gleason (his daughter) Sproul. administrator; Olive Chand- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clark, Mr.
>
your hear
their children, with their husbands ier Luce, late of Rockport, de- and Mrs. Henry Salmlnen and chil
to call and give information—a tip—on an event of importance.
and wives, Mr. and Mrs. Howard ceased, seventh and final account dren, Martha. Kathleen and Rich
^forever!
McAllister, Mr. and Mr.s, Edward filed by Stanley S. Ganz. Trustee; ard; Mr and M rs. Fred Cavanaugh
When calling, give your name and address clearly and describe the inci
Peckham of Newport, R. I.. Mr and Inez E. Burkett, late of Union de- and children, Marie, Owen and
Mrs. William T. Gleason, Mr. and ceased, first and final account filed John; Mr. and Mr.s. Raymond Desy
dent which you are reporting and its location. A cash payment—a tip—
Mrs. Richard Gleason, and children by Lulie M. Gordon, executrix;
and son Steven; Miss Mary Cava
Patty. Peggy and Linda McAllis Georgna Robishaw, late of Rock naugh and Sam Clark, Gail and
will be immediately mailed you at the address you give.
ter, Susie and Sally Peckham.
land, deceased, first and final ac Charles, the latter three being close
Exact information as to location is important as we will send a reporter
Sweden’s beer cosumption has count filed by Harvey J. Robishaw, friends of the family.
Executor; Job H. Montgomery, late
Mrs. Lena Wall and Miss Edith
dropped since prewar years.
or photographer to the scene of any major event in the county. Prompt
of Camden, deceased, Sixth Account Wall spent the holiday as guests of
filed by Harold J. Wilson and Alex Mr. and Mrs. Warren Wall in North
ness in calling is very, very important.
ander R. Gillmor, Trustees; Nellie Quincy, Mass.
M. Payson, late of Camden, de
The Girl Scout leaders will be
■ ROCKLAND!
We will appreciate and will pay for information on such incidents as are
ceased. Second account filed by guests at a tea and planning meet-}
ENDS TODAY
Alexander R. Gillmor, Trustee; ing Thursday night at the home of
Franchot Tone, Waller Brennan
listed below, as well as many others.
Mildred C. Payson, of Camden Mrs. B F. Wentworth Mountain
' •’ Color by
*“FURY AT SEA”
Second account filed by Alexander street- Camden.
Also
TECHNICOLOR
R. Gillmor. guardian; Frank H.
Mr- and Mrs- William -Bartlett,
“SUN NEVER SETS”
Serious fires where a home or business may he destroyed or a family
Brown of Tenants Harbor, third cntertained at a family dinner parBETSY
WILLIAM
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
and final account filed by Joseph ty Christmas day, Mr. and Mrs,
made homeless.
T.
Simmons,
conservator;
Albert
B
Karl
Pac
*
t
ard,
Mr
and
Mrs.
Robert
GENE BLASTS
ADOLPHE MENI0U • JEAN HERSHOL
Bennet, late of Camden, deceased, Philbrook and children, Billy and
BADMEN
A serious automobile accident where considerable property damage is
Ol HiNtMlf
first and final account filed by Alan of Rockland, Miss Joan Bart...OUT OF
lette and Paul Ducette of Augusta,
Harold S. Davis, executor.
involved or personal injury or loss of life.
A GHOST
Petition for Distribution Present Miss Betty Lawton, Mrs. Bertha
SATl'RDAY—11.15 P. M.
TOWN /
ed for Notice: Estate Emma G. Bartlett and son Robert.
A sudden death by accidental means. A suicide. Murder.
Kenneth John Chemcheck, aged
New Year’s Eve
Hodgkins, late of Thomaston, de
three months, died Dec. 24 in’ Cam
ceased, filed by Elroy F. Sproul of
MIDNIGHT SHOW
den. He was born here Sept. 17,
The loss of a boat, the sinking of or breakdown at sea of a fisherman
Bristol, administrator.
son of John and Hildred Prentiss
“DEAR WIFE”
All Cloth Coats greatly reduced. Chemcheck, Funeral services were
from this or the island or mainland ports nearby.
Lucien K. Green & Son. 16 School held at the Gilbert C. Laite Fu
(Sequel to “Dear Ruth")
St.
129-lt neral Home Monday, Rev. Carl
THE TIME OF DAY OR DAY OF THE WEEK HAS NO BEARING-WE
BILLY DE WOLFE
Small officiating, and interment
JOAN CAULFIELD
was in Sea View Cemetery.
WANT TIPS NIGHT OR DAY EVERY DAY IN THE WEEK.

TIPS

STRAND

PARicV

Fq

POWELL- STEVENS • DRAKI

WILLIAM HOLDEN

POVERTY BALL

SUNDAY

SOUTH THOMASTON
GRANGE HALL

“ON THE TOWN”
SINATRA and GENE KELLY

Shows Sunday
3.00—5.20—7.40—10.00

LATE OWL SHOW
10.00 P. M.

Also Final Chapter
“JAMES BROS. OF MISSOURI"
SUNDAY

SQUARE

i DANCE/
JUBltEE

* 5, T

20

VA.IITY
WKIAITHSI

""

THURSDAY
•

8.30 to 12.00

Wear Your Old Clothes.
Special Prizes.
Music by

CHARLIE WOODCOCK
New and Old Fashioned Dances
Adm., 50c, tax inc.

129-lt

Josephine Wall

Mrs. Josephine Wall, 92, died
Dec. 27 at her home here. She was
bom in this town Jan. 22, 1857,
daughter of Benjamin and Augusta

During business hours from 8.00 A. M. to 5.00 P. M. from Monday through
to Saturday noon, call Rockland 770 or 771.

After 5.00 P. M. and Saturday afternoon and Sunday call Sid Cullen at
CAMDEN THEATRE
NOW AND FRIDAY
Dennis O'Keefe, Gail Russell

“The Great Dan Patch”

Rockland 907 or John Richardson at Rockland 1044 or Frank A. Winslow
Rockland 34.

Tuesday-Tfiursday-Safuft&Y

Rockland Courier-Gazette Thursday, December 29, 1949

Logan Cooking School Winner

Holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
[ Howard Proctor, Lake avenue, were
Hundred Years OW Martha
New YeafsEve Party
I Mrs. Ada Proctor and Ira Proctor
Great Variety Ot Entertain
of Appleton, Norman Post, Medfield. MTS. Eleanor Sidelinger, 3
I Mass., and their daughter, Miss
Native Of Rockport, Celement Will Be Offered At
i Joan Proctor, student nurse at
the Littlefield Church
brates Birthday In Troy
j Eastern Maine General Hospital,
A New Year's Eve party that the
The centenary of a Rockport na- j
and Mrs. Harold B ThompMrr. and Mrs. Robert S. Jones and J ®angOTwhole family can attend and can
tive whose daughter became the I
on of Linden street had as holiday son Christopher spent the holiday
enjoy is being planned by the com
.. | Mrs. Olive Malburg and daughter Wjfe Of a former Rockland news-1
mittee in charge at the Littlefield
;uests, Mr ahd Mrs. Everett S. week-end with his parents, Mr.
the holiday week-end „nn„ mol,
,„bn w
------ Jones,
------ „„
Winchenbach of Waldoboro, Mr. and, Mrs. Ernest
30 Holme in New Bedford, Mass., J with Oscar paper man, the late John w. ThomMemorial Baptist Church.
as of The Courier-Gazette, will be;
Designed to n.eet a real need in
ind Mrs. Orville Jameson and son ; street
Malburg. Jr„ and family.
interested in the following clipping
the community for the church mem
Stevie of Camden, Miss Toni Della
Charles Higgins of Portland spent
bers and friends of the church, the
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pease and from an Exchange.
Jontrada of Rockport, William and
m McLellan and Charles Jones. the holidav week-end with his. SQn A)an and Miss zina
0[
service will start promptly at 8
As
she
celebrates
her
100th
!
mother, Mrs. Bertha Higgins.
o’clock Saturday night with 75 min
Wiscasset, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan;
|
_
J
, ,
. .
,
birthday Mrs. Eleanor Sidelinger of,
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan L. Witham
utes of games lor all, some with,
Fellows Jr., and daughter Judith,
____ ____ (111 u __
Troy Corners, can still hear excep
Edward Cutting will show pic
but mostly without a great deal of
mtertained at a holiday dinner
Gardiner and Mr. and Mrs. Stan
tures of his trip to South America
tionally well, eats three meals a day,
exertion. At the conclusion prizes
tarty and tree Christmas Eve. Their
ley Walsh Jr., and son Brian of
when ire speaks tomorrow at the
and is especially pleasant and sharp
will be awarded to the most skillful.
jueits were Rev. and Mrs. Cecil I..
Camden were Christmas Day din
Methebesec
Club.
Members
may
minded.
5am and children, Nathan
This will be followed by two very
ner guests of Mr and Mrs. Simon
take guests.
This afternoon from 3 to 5 p. m.,
fine sound moving pictures, the
Crosby and daughter Della, Old
tarry, Bobby and Wendy from
her many friends will attend an I
first a travelogue ol America en
Newcastle; Mr. and Mrs. ArLady Knox Chapter, D.A.R., wil! County road.
"open house," at her home on
titled "Mr. Grant Sees The Light,”
hur Rackliff and children. Evelyn meet Jan. 9, at the home of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Hartson S<luar«
road at Livernots. It
and then one of the excellent Ca
ind ' Bobo,” Mr. and Mrs. Raymond | H P Blodgett, Talbot avenue
held open house at their Talbot
de Kiven by the Mattie Wattle
thedral Film Productions, “Man of
I. Fogarty and sen. Allen, Miss Please note change of date due to
avenue home Monday night trom Circle
of the Troy Methodist (
Faith ' the thrilling story of a
Jloria Witham of Cranston, R, I. the holiday.
7-9 with 35 guests attending. The Church.
man who met Jesus in a most pe
Ir. and Mrs. Arthur Rackliff had
house was decorated very attractMrs. E. W. Hewson, circle chair culiar way, and who found the
Mr. and Mrs. Josef Vinal and
is dinner guests Christmas Day,
ively with Christmas greens and man' said everyone is inv.ted and
transforming impact that Christ
Ir. and Mrs. Nathan Witham, and daughters Sheila and Barbara Jo lights. Buffet lunch was served dtat tea and cake will be served,
makes in human life.
spent
the
holiday
week-end
wih
his
Hiss Gloria I.. Witham.
with Mr. Hartson dipping punch.
Mrs- Sidelinger lives w th het
The third act" of the evening
parents, Mr. and Mrs Willis Vinal,
_____
daughter, Mrs. B. S. Thomas, 77,
will be one that almost everybody
Th^ Maine Women's Club of New Warren.
Harold Dondis of Boston spent who quite appropriately is a former
enjoys to a varying degree of in
fork neld a Christmas party in
the holiday week-end with his nurse. Mrs. Thomas said that her
Mrs.
Clinton
E.
Kaler
is
in
the
tensity as the ladies of the church
he Yacht Room of the Astor Hotel
mother, Mrs. Joseph Dondis, Beech mother, bedridden for most of the
provide the guests with physical
Jec. 10. Mrs. Adelbert Morton of Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, Bos. i street.
past five years, will be up for the
nourishment.
Jnion, and Mrs. Ethelyn Dudley ton ,for observation.
two-hour celebration.
She also
The final portion of the evening
Dr.
and
Mrs
Robert
L.
Allen
en

ratt, formerly of Bath, were re
Mr .and Mrs Herbert R. Mullen
spent two hours out of bed last Sun
-Photo by Culler
is
one that has come to mean a
tertained
at
a
Christmas
party
Fri

vived as new members of the club. had as dinner guests Christmas Day
Mrs. Fred H. Snowman, Crescent street, is shown above as she smilingly acknowledges congratuladay
For her °reat number of Years ^ons as winner of the electric range in thc recent M artha Logan Cooking School, held at Strand Theatre great deal m the lives of those who
The “Sponsored Students,” Bates Mrs. Bertha Higgins, Mrs. Nellie day night at their home on Bear
.
'and sponsored
bv' Meredith Furniture Co., donor of the handsome L. & H. electric range, and Swift & Co. have attended
the watch-night
rc
CiHolinnAr r hoorinrr io
'
College, was voted a donation to be Higgins and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hill. The house was beautiful, both Mrs.
Sidelinger's
hearing is xrrxvtvery I
_______________________________ —
----- ——-——--------- —— ------------------------------------------------- services through the years.
jsed for a Maine boy or girl. An Goss and son Gene of Rockland insidq and out with Christmas good. When a Clarion reporter went
Held in the sanctuary of the
greens and bright lights. Ali joined
DUTCH NECK
other donation, suggested by Miss and Charles Higgins of Portland.
Christmas Cheer
i Married 25 Years
to interview her this week, she was
ij church, it is a time of inspiration,
in the singing of Christmas carols
Mt',
and
Mrs.
Melvin
Emus
and
label Duncan, was sent tlie Hyde
listening contently to her favorite
with an abundance of good sacred
Donald E Merriam ol Andover, followed by a buffet lunch. Invited radio program.
HonW for Crippled Children in
W. C.
T.
U.
Furnishes Happy
All But One Relative Present Mr. so
»s MrsManchester,
n. h and music,
a
devotional
message,
guests were: Mr. and Mrs Richard
Mass.,
is
spending
the
Christmas
w.
<
.
v..
ri
and
j
o
j
ln
Reed
of
Lex-j
Bath. Tlie next meeting of thc
Asked how she felt as her 100th
brought this year by Mrs. Norma
Karl, Mr. and Mrs. James Weeks,
When
Hannans
Observe
vacation
from
his
teaching
duties
at
Afternoon
At
Home
For
ington, Mass., returned home Men- I
birth date came up, Mrs. Sidelinger
club will be a card party at 2
Dorman of Marblehead. Mass., and
Phillips Academy with his mother, Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Bitier, Mr.
Anniversary
Aqed
Women
day after passing the holiday
/clock on Saturday. Jan 7, in the
replied, “I feel very good getting
then the culminating service as the
—..
i
Mrs. Harriet Merriam, Park street. and Mrs. Edward Ladd of Rock so many lovely cards and gifts.’’
Mr. and Mrs. Vivian M. Hannan, week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Her old year is watched out and the
Wanamaker Club Rooms.
Tlie
W.C.T.U.
held
a
meeting
of
land,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Mer

Early this month Mr. Merriam was
bert Stahl.
her health has
New Year is prayed in.
Christmas cheer at the Home for Sr., ol Union, observed -their silver
Mr. and Mrs. Sterling Morse, elected chairman of the Eastern ritt, Mr and Mrs. George Huntley
last Winter she
Mabel Chase of Allston,
Mi;
As tlie bells ol the church tol!
Dr.
and
Mrs.
John
Miller
and
Mr
wedding
anniversary
Monday,
by
Massachusetts
Goup
ot
tlie
New
Mrs. Esther Wolfe and Roger F
had pneumonia and twice she Aged Women. Friday afternoon. A
Mas passed Christinas witli her tlie midnight hour, the folk gather
and
Mrs.
Mesrob
Mesrobian,
Cam

holding
a
reception
from
3
to
5
p
England
Modern
Language
Associa

Conant motored Monday to Pitts
pulled through tl crisis. Site is; almother. Mrs. Mamie Chase.
in a teat cricle around the sanctu
at the Methodist ve. try.
field calling enroute on Mr and tion, a professional organization of den, Mr. and Mrs. Hervey C. Allen most totally blind blit can see light presented by Miss Ernest ne GetchMr. and Mr. Maynard Winchen- ary, join hands, and then their
They were happy to have all their
schools and college teachers of the Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. Francis Mc through one eye
Mrs. Arthur Ward, Winslow.
ell. It was gaily lighted and triinm d
and was surrounded by prettily ’hildren and their families with bach and children of Auburn and voices as they sing, "Blest be the
modern language in the Boston area Alary of New York City and Mr.
Mrs. Sidelinger has lived at Troy
and Mrs. Samuel Glover. Crescent
them, with the exception of Mrs. Elroy Gross. Jr., of Waldoboro tie that binds our hearts in Chris
and Mrs. Carroll M. Wixson
for the past five years. Previously wrapped gifts for all thc ladies of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sherwin
Bardsley
Beach,
Joseph
Grant. They were Mr. and have been recent callers at the tian love," The evening is for the
'entertained at Christmas dinner
she had resided in Rochester for the Home.
Mrs.
Forest
Young and children, home cf Mr and Mrs. W. K. Win- family; all are invited, and there
Guests were Mr. and Mrs Charles and son. Jeffrey, of Spencer. Mass.,
Mrs. Nellie .Magune conducted a
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fifield enter a number of years.
is no cover charge, surcharge or re
Forest
Jr
.
and
Carlene of Portland chenbach.
Wixson, Winslow; Mr. and Mrs and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Grier of
She was born at Rockport, Maine worship service, reading the Christ
tained at a family dinner Christmas
charge.
Mr. and Mr-. Kenneth Crabtree,
Alfred G. Lord, and daughters Jane Cape Elizabeth spent the Christmas
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
Ernest
Roden
holidays with their parents, Mr. and Day. Present were: Mr. and Mrs. on Dec. 1, 1849. Her father, a mer- mas story from the gospel cf St. daughters Joan and Diane ot Fair- and twQ song Qf Pairview
and Gloria.
Mass.,
William Fifield, Mr. and Mrs. Earl chant seaman, was lost at sea in Luke, a Christmas poem written by field. Mr. and Mrs. Donald Robinson
Mrs. Erwin Spear. Rankin street.
WEST WALDOBORO
were holiday dinner guests of Mrs.
Miss Edith Bicknell, and a poem,
Alden
and
sons
Sterling,
Paul
and
>874.
She
crossed
the
ocean
many
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach
Caroline Senter entertained at
and
children,
Judy,
Scott
and
Richard T. Senter of Syracuse John, Mrs. Annie Alden and Bruce, times with her fatherbefore marry“Peace At Christmas," by Lucy Bruce, of Portland, Mr. and Mrs. Rodin’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. entertained at a family Christmas
her home on Broadway at a Christ
University, is home for the holidays Linda and Dwight Fifield of Rock- in8 George Sidelinger in 1879
Thomas Winchenbach.
in
Powell,
mas Eve party. Bidden guests were,
dinner: Mr. and Mrs. William Little
Philip Morine, daughter Sandra
with hisparents, Mr. and Mrs.! land, JohnFifield of Boston and
Maine.
Mrs. Mae Gray presented thefoliandra Perry, Janet Stone, Barbara WilbutSenter.
anda sons Frederick
and Philip,
JrR. on Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Stahl en and children, of South Bristol, Mr.
j Mrs. Helen
Dalzell of NewYork
Her descendents
include her;lowing program in the nature of
A]"“ Linscott
and son
tertained at a family gathering on and Mrs. George Beggs and son
aniels, Sylvia Erown, Ann Reed,
------City.
daughter, three grandchildren, four | radio broadcast from Station HOAW *aid." Malcolm. Paul and Elton. Mr. Christmas eve, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
JaJ^erine MacPhail, Louise Priest,
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Robarts and i
Bobby, Eugene Winchenbach and
-----great-grandchildren and four great- i by Miss Bertha McIntosh and her and Mrs. Vivian Hannan, Jr., and Winslow of West Waldoboro, Mr.
ilaine St. Peter, Carol Russell and infant daughter, Sharon Louise !
James Winchenbach.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Farrand had great-grandchildren
1 music pupils. Carl Gray announcer:
children, Vivian and Maxey. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Stahl and chilJarol Kent, boys, Neil Jatkson, John were guests of Mr. and Mrs. James ,
Daniel Winchenbach has been in
as holiday week-end guests, their
Mrs. Sidelinger is an honorary; Singing “Jingle Bells, by the
and Mrs Stuart Hannan and son dren °i Medomak, Mr. and Mrs. Hartford, Conn., on business.
3oggs, John Ware, Justin Cross, W. Emery for the holiday week-end,'
daughter. Miss Mary Farrand of member of the Women's Society of group
Dexter and Miss Geraldine Hall- M*'h 11 Emus and children of Manlichard Burby. Billie Me loon, Bill also of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Cross, |
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Poland and
Boston, Miss lots Yoder of Barber- Christian Service of the Troy Methsong by Frederick Favr’a.i
nan
Chester, N. H., Mr. and Mrs. Regi’ease, Buddy St. Peter, Donald Chestnut street lor Christmas Day ton, Ohio, and Richard Young of odist church
sons Robert and "Billy” and Mrs.
„
,
r
,
„
„
.,
.......
6
ouisi vnuren.
, Cornet solo, Peace On Earth
Mr. atnl Mrs Hannan received nald Stahl and daughter of Dam- Matilda Eugiey of Gross Neck were
Taylor and Lewis Grant Refresh
jjer birthday celebration Is a j by Mr. Young.
Capt. Mary S. Emery, ret., enter Newtonville, Mass
! gifts of silver, silverware, glasses, ariseotta Mill, and Mr. and Mrs.
ments were served.
guests Christmas Day of Mr. and
tained at a Christmas party, Sat-1 Mr and Mrs. William Dorman great event for Troy.
Duet, “Rudolph, tlie Red Nosed ; linen and money The wedding cake John Reed of Lexington, Mass.
Mrs.
Irvine Genthner.
Her
Clearance of Fall Dresses; Coats urday afternoon, in her Crescent entertained a company of relatives
Hei
grand-daughter, Dorothy i Reindeer," Richard Mitchel! and was a gift of Mrs. Kenneth CraoMr. and Mrs. W. K. WinchenMrs. Ella Wallace of South Wal
■educed to one-half price. Alfreda Beach cottage, ior her grand-nieces at an all day Christmas party Tlwmas Pawcett 01 New york was Barbara Vos?.
tree.
bach spent Christmas day with doboro is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Wal
’erry, 7 Limerock St.
129-130 and nephews and their mothers Monday at their home on Nortn her Wit,h hel l0r
occasionSinging, “White Christmas," by
Mrs Donald Robinson and Mrs [heir daughter. Mrs. Eben Wallace don Osier.
Yuletide decorations of greens and Main street. Persent were: Mr. and Mr. and Mrs%Jan?e.sP. Sterrett thP grnup’
Forest Young served refreshments, jn Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley spent
red berries throughout the rooms Mrs .Kendrick Dorman and daugh- of Springfield, Vt., spent the S<’10' Sllent Niaht Holy Night," assisted by Sandra Morine. Carlene
Mrs. Vernon Day was business ’he holiday with Mr. and Mrs. Ar
centered around a gaily trimmed ters Janice and Peggy of Marble- Christmas week-end with her par- Patricia Bisbee.
Young and Joan Crabtree. Miss ViSjtor Saturday in Rockland.
WHEN
thur Stover at Winslow’s Mills.
and lighted Christmas tree. A pic head, Mass., Miss Miriam Dorman. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Francis f.
Story, "The Christmas Pudding
Geraldine Hannan was in charge
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Wallace
Miss Helen Johnson of Ply
COLDS
ture of the group around the tree Fincastle, Va., Miss Margaret Dor- Havener. Broadway.
to'd by Mrs. Charlotte Cook
oi the guest book.
were guests Christmas Day at the mouth, Mass is spending this week
CAUSE
was taken by Sid Cullen. Santa man,
Augusta,
*""" *
Gerald Murphy,
____
Polo, “All I Want For Christmas
Ihe Hannans were married in home c.f Mr. and Mrs. Sam Poland with Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Standish,
Claus impersonated by Mr. Brownlow Hartford, Conn., and Miss Ruth Rev. and Mrs. Herman R. Win- Patricia Benner.
MaeAdam N. B.. Mrs. Hannan is a at ple Vjuage
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Mills and two
of Crescent Beach, duly arrived, Dorman, Mrs. Annie Morton, Mr. chenbaugh held a Christmas party
Solo. "O Little Town of Bethle native of Bear River. N. S . a daughMr and Mrs Warpen D Smith
children of California are spending
greeted each of the children and and Mrs. Clarence Dorman and and a buffet luncheon Christmas ' hem. Carl Gray.
ter
ol
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Darres
of
Rockland
the
holiday
I
the holidays with his parents, Mr.
presented them with a candy cane Mrs. Grace Fish of Rockland.
afternoon at their Granite street
Singing. "I Want To Wish You a | Mr. Hannan was the son of Mrs week-end with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Byron Mills.
from his sack—then distributed the
Mr and Mrs"”Paul Rackliffe ofhome wiUl 24 re'atlves and friends | Merry Chr stmas. by the group.Maxey Hannan of
Lincolnville He and Mrs. Ciaude Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchen
gifts on the tree. Refreshments ot Lynn Mass spent the Chrishnas present- ®ut ol
guests were
Following tiie program, members j has been a resident of Union lor 41
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Miller bach entertained Christmas Day:
Christmas tree ice cream and fan holidays with Mr. and Mrs. George Mr’ and Mrs' Constantine Poletti, ’ and friends enioyed a half hour of ' years.
Charles Miller, Mr. and Mrs. War Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Chase and
cy Christmas cookies (made and
of Quincy, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Ro visiting with the ladies of the Home 1 Both are members of Seven Tree ren D. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Astor
Hallowell,
Traverse
street.
decorated by Miss Emery) were
children of Chamberlain; Mr. and
I Grange. They also are past matron
land Paquin and daughter Bette of
Miller and Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Mrs. Sherman Smith and son Wally
served the children seated around
The meeting of the Odds and ■ and patron of Orient Chapter O.E.
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Hustus and. Augusta, Mr. and Mrs. Benedict
Miller and two children were guests
two tables, bright with seasonable
i son Edwin spent the Christmas hoi- j Winchenbaugh of Camden, Mr. and Ends of the Congregational Church ! S. Mr. Hannan is past master of Christmas Eve at the home of Mr. of Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Waltz were
tavors—and centre pieces ol Santa , Jdays with their daughter and son. Mj.g
chute of Waldobo-() which was to have been held in the Union Lodge A F.A.M. and a 32d deBHn|^eath!
wwte reindeer mho
7
in'law. Mr- apd Mrs. Albert Hallo- and Mr. Santa Claus, of North vestry tonight has
8ree Mason. Mrs. Hannan Is em and Mrs. Austin Achorn in Waldo recent Waterville visitors.
it
te reindeer. Those attending the we], jn Lynn Mass. Enroute home Pole UHA
to Jan. 13.
ployed at Jones Sanitarium and boro.
Party were, Mrs. Evangeline Syl- theygpenttwodayswithMrs Hus,
le' * A____
_
J Mr. Hannan is engaged in the Ii Donald Genthner was a recent of Mrs. Miller’s parents, Mr. and
i business visitor in New York City. Mrs. Maurice Benner in Randolph.
vester with Sandra and Sally, Mrs. tus father Archie McLoud
Con.
Sally Anne Perrin, daughter of
M1-' and Mrs- Everett L- sP«ar 1 lumber business.
you
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Moore of
Frederica Hilton .with Diana and necticut.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Perrin is home Broadway, have left for Delray,!
Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin Scofield
derful relief you get when you
Florida,
where
they
will
vacation
Mary
Sue;
Mrs
Dorothy
Crockett
Bingham,
were holiday guests at and son Dickie passed Christmas
-----for a fortnight’s recess from Ave
rub on Vicks VapoRub!
Year
’
s
Best
Actress
during the Winter months.
with Harold and Joyce Ann; Mrs
the home of Mrs. Moore's brother Eve with Mrs. Scofield’s father,
Now... when your child wakes
Miss Catherine MacPhail is guest; Maria Academy, Sabattus
up in the night tormented with
Avis
Tolman
with
Jimmie
and
Dickie;
,
.7
.
!and
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Creamer, and Mr. and Mrs.
of
Miss
Nathalie
Smith
in
Valhalla,
-----------------a Jfcoupy cough of a cold, here’s
Mr. and Mrs. Francis E. Havener Is Olivia De Haviland, Ac-.j w Vanderpooi.
Mrs. Harriet Emery with Billy and N. Y.
a special way to use Vicks
Fred Chute.
$
VapoRub. It's VapoRub Steam
entertained at a family Christmas
Bobby; Mrs. Synthia Wass with
cording To New York
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Miller and
—and it brings relief almost
Albert
McCarty
spent
the
holiday!
dinner
Sunday,
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
The United States paid $25,000,000
Dwight. Mrs. Clara Emery, one of
instantly!
Film Critics
two children, Diane and Ronnie
Put a good spoonful of Vicks
Richard Havener. Mr. and Mrs.
the grandmothers, was a special week-end with his parents, Mr. and!
_T
...
. 1 dined Christmas Day at the home for the Virgin Islands.
VapoRub in a bowl of boiling
The New York film critics, fori
Donald Calderwood and son Robert,
guest. Mrs. Ida Tolman, the other MTs. David McCarty, Broadway.
water or vaporizer. Then ... let
the second straight year, voted
your child breathe in the
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
P
Sterrett
grandmother was not able to be
Richard T. Harris has returned
soothing VapoRub Steam. Med
Olivia DeHavilland the best actress
as guests.
present due to illness. The children to Hartford, Conn., after visiting
icated vapors penetrate deep
of the year
into cold-congested upper bron
all watched while Miss Emery un his mother, Mrs. Marguerite Har
chial tubes and .
Miss DeHavilland. picked last
All
Cloth
Coats
greatly
reduced.
wrapped the gifts they had brought ris for several days.
bring relief trit/il
Lucien K. Green & Son. 16 School year for her role in “Snake Pit,"
every breath!
her and wished her a very Merry
«¥ VapoRub
St.
129-lt won this year’s award for her per- j
Harold Ulmer of New Britain,
Christmas
il'ormance in "The Heiress."
Conn., spent the Christmas holidays
Pinwale Corduroy “on the bolt”........ yd. $1.39
The critics
named Broderick J
with his parents ,Mr. and Mrs. Har
Crawford,
the
best
actor
of
1949!
old Ulmer, Old County road
Corduroy Remnants ........................ yd. 1.19
for his role in “All The Kings Men,
Miss Ruth Curtis and sister who
wliich was voted the best picture of
Rayon Dress Crepes, reg. .89 and 1.19 yd.
.59
are employed in Hartford are vis
the year.
iting their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
British director Carol Reed won I
100% Wool Gabardine, 60” wide .... yd. 2.79
(or
Nathan Curtis, Old County road.
top directing honors for his film
100% Wool Tweeds, assorted colors yd. 2.19
"The Fallen Idol." ‘The Bicycle
Admissions: Master Lawrence
WOOL COATS
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McAuliffe
Thief;
an
Italian
movie
directed
by!
Rundlett
and Master George
Utmost Comfort
SNO-SUITS
! of Fulton street, and daughter
Rayon Taffettas, 45” wide
yd.
.52
Vittore de Sica, was named the best
Rundlett, Portland; Mrs. Lucille
Goldie, entertained the family at a
COTTON
DRESSES
foreign
language
film.
Keywood, Rockland; Miss Mary
Spun Rayons, .79 value ................... yd.
.39
Christmas dinner at their home,
Two British stars. Dame Edith
O’Neil, Clark Island; Mrs. Wilma
PARTY
j All the family were present. A tur Sheffield,
Evans and Ralph 'Richardson, were
Thomaston; Mrs. Liola
Rayon Satin, reg. 1.19 ................... yd.
.59
TAFFETA DRESSES
key dinner was served followed by
runners up for the best actress and
Gray, Rockport; Mrs. Edna Walk
Christmas carols played by Diane
Made for years of comfort,
GAGE FELT HATS
Rayon Linings............................ yd. .29 to .79
best actor awards for their roles in
er, Rockland;
Alphonso Eaton,
McAuliffe and a Christmas tree en.
and thc covering is smart and
' Dillwyn" and “The Fallen Idol."
Rockport; Linwood Smith, Warren
COAT
AND
joyed and each well remembered.
100% Woolens. 2.50 to 4.50 values ... 1.39 up
long wearing. Maple finish.
Intruder In The Dust” ranked as
LEGGING SETS
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs.
More than half the wealth of the
the second best film of the year
Luxurious spring filled cush
“
Watch Our Bargain Table.” Spectacular Savings!
Charles R. McAuliffe, Mr. and Mrs. United States is in land and build- ****
**** and its direct >r Clarence Brown
ions and hack. All colors.
Earle McAuliffe and son, Earle, Jr., jpgs.
was runner up for the best director
Prices Slashed For Quick Clearance.
STORM COATS
and daughter Viola; Mr, and Mrs.
____________
awards.
Walter McAuliffe, daughter Linda,;
1-3 OFF_ _
The French film Devil in The
Goldie McAuliffe, daughter Diane
^O/» THt
Flesh tanked a.^ the second best
CHILDREN’S
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Mc
OPPORTUNITY'
ioreign film of 1949
-ipjvt
Auliffe.
SPECIALTY SHOP
TELEPHONE 1154
The awards which will be pre
375 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
200 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 523,
ROCKLAND, ME.
sented next month, were picked by
Mrs
Gladys
S.
Heistad
spent
the
!
One
Flight
Up
In
WE MAKE COVERED BUTTONS
283 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Paramount Restaurant Blork
17 film critics on New York meroholiday week-end with Trygve Heis- j
129-130
politan newspapers.
R i tad and family in Augusta.
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Health Portal

“PRE INVENTORY SALE’

VICKS

HALFPRICE
SALE

PLATFORM ROCKER

*28.00

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.

THE REMNANT SHOP
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LookingBackward

Day Qf Supreme Happiness For The Little Folks

FewerDisruPtions

Events Of 45 Years Ago
Which May Interest
Readers Of Today

Tc.o cutting goes on merrily on
Clrckawaukir Lake. Saturday, ice
nine inches in thickness was hauled
from that place to the Narraganset house in this c ty.

Contrary to popular belief, dis
Old proverbs about the weather
ruption of family life in the United are usually likely to be true, if they
States is less frequent today than deal with rainbows, clcuds or other
it was 60 years ago, according to weather factors.
the statisticians of the Metropoli
This was reported by Dr. Vaden
tan Life Insurance Company. This 1
W. Miles of Wayne University, De
is because the drop in the number
troit, to the American Association
of families broken by the death of {
for the Advancement of Science.
either husband or wife, has more
He said a jury of three qualified
than counter-balanced the upward
teachers judged 333 different provtrend of divorce.
ers.
Of 153 dealing with weather
Since the early 1890’s the divorce i
rate has climbed from about 3 per- phenomena or changes, 56.9 per cent
were true according to scientific
1000 married couples to 12 per 1000
in 1948. During the same years the principles. So you could probably
rate of marital dissolutions due to use them with reasonable accuracy
the death of the husband or wife to predict the weather, he said.
But proverbs dealing with aches
has fallen off from 30 to about 19
and pains, or with long-range sea
per 1030.
"Mortality hits been decreasing sonal forecasts, don’t have scientific
as a factor in the disruption of merit, Dr. Miles said.
family life, while divorce has been
playing an increasing role," the
statisticians observe. “In 1890 less
than 10 percent of all broken fami
lies resulted from divorce: by 1946
divorce accounted for nearly as
many as did death. With the re
adjustment to peacetime life, how
ever the divorce rate receded and
bi 1248 was responsible for 38 per
cent of all marital dissolutions."
This is still a considerably higher
proportion than during the imme
diate pre-war years, the statisti
cians point out.

MATINICUS
Photo by Sutliffes Studio

Among the good deeds performed by the Vinalhaven Lions Club . year in and year out. is the annual Christmas party arranged for the
children. Dec. 22 the above group, happy and expectant, assembled in t he Union Church where the youngsters filled their tummies with turkey
and the fixings, and then saw a large Christinas tree denudedd of gifts, i n which all shared. The portly gentleman standing in the rear, with
upraised hand, was assigned that pleasant duty, known variously to th e recipients as Santa Claus, Kris Kringle and St. Nicholas. After the
distribution he vanished in the direction of the North Pole, mightily pi eased with himself and hearing the children’s best wishes.

Challenging Problem

From “The Exciter”

to roost for the time being. Her
flight around the division during
vacations is over until the next
spasm of vacation starts. Welcome
back Dottie.
First. Bob Hudson gets himself
on the school board and builds a
new Rockland school, and now
Perce Williams is on the school
committee in Thomaston and is
building a new school.
Our sincere congratulations and
best wishes to Martha Baumann
and Tom lawson who are to be
married after Christmas.
Both
worked in the Rockland district at
one time, and we can vouch for it
that they are a splendid couple and
we wish them every happiness
Rutli McBride. Home Service, is
having a session with a burn on her
wrist.—was threatened with blood
poisoning, but we’re glad to report
that danger is past, and the wrist
is on the mend.
The veteran gunners had hard
luck this year for one reason or an.
other. Al Young had bad weather,
got discouraged and gave up,
Whalen. Jones and Hudson report
no luck, but Lyford Ames brought
home a venison. To be sure it
wasn't a ten point buck, but good
eating just the same.
Ruth McBride had a unique and
.
,
, ,
,,
pleasant experience last month. She
gave an appliance demonstration at '
the Wiscasset Academy to a group
of boys, and claims they were the
most interested and interesting
group she has ever seen In fact the
faculty and students reflect an un
usually well-run school.
Service Foreman, Carroll Merrill,
has purchased a lot of land on
Brewster street. Rockland and plans
to build a day nursery school. His
wife, a former employe, very suc
cessfully operates a day nursery in
their home at the present time.
Thomas Spcarin of the meter de-

An interesting feature of the Diseases Of the Heart Cause Murray Whalen Awarded a
30-Year Pin—Building
1C Out Of 23 Of the
monthly meeting cf the Rockland
Board cf Trade, was a di-cussion
Country’s Deaths
New Schools
of the abolishment of the Common
In an age of superb achievement
Five old timers in the employ of
Council, in a paper prepared by
the Central Maine Power Com
in
the
physical
sciences
and
the
ex-mayor David N. Mortland.
pany
reached
milestones last
areas of technology, it comes as a
Dee. 16
month. Cue was Murray Whalen.
Tlie big came hunt ng season in .shock to learn that tlie causes of
Of him The Exciter" says:
Main- which closes at midnight to >ur nations leading health prob
Murray T Whalen, meter fore
night was considered a poor : eason. lem. the Heart and Blood Vessel man. has become an Old Tuner
There h id been 4.234 deer and 215 disease:., st.ll baffle medical science. having received his 30-ycar pin
moose shipped through Bangor.
According to Dr. Rail Martin, irom Division Manager, 1!. P. Blod
Th"re had been about tlie usual president of the Maine Heart Asso gett in November.
numbrr of accidental shootings, ciation. Inc . heart disease is the
"At the end of World War I, Mur.
which could be traced to hunting. most challenging problem in pub ray was employed by the State of
So far 11 of the accidents had re lic health today. The Cardiovas Maine Sea <fc Shore Fisheries De.
sulted fatally.
cular diseases. Dr. Martin reports, partment. He left this position to
It was reported by Tokyo that cause 10 out of 23 of our deaths, attend Wentworth Institute in Bos
the Japanese had successfully tor with one out of every 29 persons ton. After graduation he entered
pedoed the Russian battleship in the State suffering from one the employ of the Rockland, Thom
Sevastopol However the huge craft form or another of these afflictions. aston & Camden Street Railway as
was said to be still afloat.
Dr. Martin states the case dra house wireman. also working as mo
We-saweskeag Grange of South matically when he declares that: tor serviceman and on motor in
Thomaston was organized into a "Heart disease wipes out annually stallations. He entered the Meter
corporation Dec. 14. The following a population, the equivalent of six Department in 1922 and is now di
officers were chosen: Present. cities the size of greater Portland, vision foreman of the meter depart
Guilford B. Butler; treasurer. G. C. and will continue to do so. unless ment in the Eastern Division.
"Murray is married and has one
Putnam; clerk. C. E. Ward: direc fully effective control measures are
daughter, and is definitely a devoted
tors, Guilford B. Butler. G. C. Put developed, in the near future."
nam. J. H. Kalloch, W. A. Griffin
Those words are both impressive j family man He owns a very at
and O. L. Putnam.
and depressing; the toll of the tractive home where he has de
Tiie old play, "Among the Break heart diseases cannot readily be signed and built his own deep freeze
ers? which was being presented 28 dismissed. But happily, there is a and made many improvements to
years ago. was being revived and more hopeful side to the picture, j both the house and grounds. Of an
was to be given at this year's
Over tlie past 25 years there inventive turn of mind, Murray has
Grange Fair.
have been greater scientific ad constructed several practical work
The Camden Anchor-Rockland vance in the understanding of car savers."
Doris Sylvester has come home
Machine Co. was doing a large vol diovascular diseases than in all the
ume of business. Much interest years before. New surgical tech
The Maine
was being drawn to a handsome niques and the uses of new drugs special conditions.
power launch being built by them have brought alleviation in several Heart Association, Inc., is develop
for J. V. Jervey. Jr., of Charleston, forms of heart disease and have ing a positive program of research,
S. C.. a Summer resident.
reduced their toll sharply. New ap of public and professional educa
The Eagles' Minstrel Show pre proaches to diagnosis and treat tion, and of guidance in community
sented at Farwell Opera House last ment now offer relief to many car cardiac service.
William C. Darrock,
evening pleased a large audience. diac sufferers and a positive way
Executive Director.
On the ends were Ladd Crockett, of living for more happy, useful
and Halstead, with the bones, and years.
Sheperd. Dean and Thompson with
According to Dr. Martin, the
the tambos. One feature was the Maine Heart Association, Inc. as
painting of a huge watermelon one of its first moves to assist in
which occupied practically the coping with heart diseases in the
— the 4 most Fuel that
whole stage. Through holes in the State, was authorized to make
serves the 4 most needs
melon protruded the heads of many available free penicillin for medi
kids in black-face as they sang the cally indigent patients in the State
old darky song, ‘Lindy, Sweet As of Maine, with s-ubacute bacterial
the Sugar Cane." Note: Wonder endocartitis. up to 10.000,000 units.
“Steh'Uwg/A
how many of these "kids” are still They were also authorized to make
around.
available, other anti-biotics under

BOTTLED

partment has purchased a home in
Thomaston.

Best Dressed Woman

Heading the Season’s List
Is One From Cultured
Boston
Mrs. William

Palcy, the former!

Barbara Cushing Mortimer of Bos
ton. again heads the list of the
world's 10-bcst dressed women, as I
announced by the New York Dress
Institute.
The tall, slender, brunette Mrs.
Paley, a fashion editor before her
marriage to the Columbia Broad
casting System head, is a sister of
Mrs. Vincent Astor and Mrs .John
Hay Whitney. She dresses simply,
buys comparatively few clothes, is
the mother of three children and is
expecting a fourth. She was selected as "best-dressed" woman last
year.
Others on the 1949 list include
The Duchess of Windsor, Mrs. Har
rison Williams, New York. The
Duchess of Kent. Mrs, Leland Hayward, the former Mrs. Howard
Hawks of Hollywood.
„
------------------ ■
Have your watch repaired by the
expert craJtsmip, tested
..nd timed by the New Scientific
<Vatchmaster machine at Daniels
Jewelers. 399 Main St, Rockland

l»tf

Kenneth Ives of Reading. Mass ,
spent Christmas with his family at
the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Ames.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Ames and
Mr. and Mrs. F..W. Ames and Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Ives and Bruce
were guests Christmas night of Mrs.
Carrie Ames.
Mr. and Mrs .Milton Philbrook
and daughter Celia of Westbrook
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Philbrook.
Bernard Rayncs of Owls Head
visited his garndparents Mr. and
Mrs. Dalton Raynes during liis va
cation.
Judson Young who has been ill
for several months was able to walk
out one of these recent warm days
Mrs. Jennie Philbrook and daugh
ter Gracie will visit Mr. and Mrs
Clement Hill in Cambridge. Mass
for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs Harold Bunker, son.
Albert and Vance and Carrie Rip
ley went Monday to Rockland. Mrs
Ripley will attend the funeral of
Harvey Howard, a former resident
of this place.

Greatest Sales Year

APPLETON
Ivan Charles Mink, four-day-old
son of Kbnneth and Grace Grinnell
Mink, died Dee. 25 in Camden.
Committal service was held Mon
day in Pine Grove Cemetery, Rev.
Oriel Ward officiating.

BEST AND MOST ACCURATE MACHINES
OBTAINABLE THE WORLD OVER
The new Carr Automotive and Marine Machine Shop has
the best and most aeeurate machines obtainable, the world over.
Its skilled workmen are qualified theough careful training and
50 years collective experience to give von complete MACHINE
SHOP SATISFACTION in Automotive and Marine Service.
Let us serve your Machine Shop requirements. Come in
especially and see our new large Van Norman Stationary Crank
Shaft Regrinder. Tobin Arp Line Boring Machine, Resizing Ma
chine, and Pin E'itting Machine.

Tobin Arp Marhines are the best and most aeeurate the
world over. They are guaranteed 190% accurate, .lobbing Is our
Specialty. Rebahbitting, Piston Grinding. Pin Fitting, Crank
shaft Grinding. Cylinder Rebnring, Complete Engine Rebuild
ing for exchange.

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES
ROCKLAND. ME..

TEL. 24
120-Th-tf

New England families benefit by the many

A. C. M-LOON & CO.
McLOON WHARF, ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 51
102-Th-tf

lb. .55

............................................ Ib. .39
Ib. .25

Armour’s Milk........................... 4 cans .45

Rockland, Maine

Mayflower Oleo.............................. lb. .24

HAPPY NEW YEAR

Tomatoes................ 2 No. 2 cans for .25

andyne hope to make it a most prosperous one for you
by resolving to redouble our efforts to bring you lower
food prices everyday during 1950-

<E>
£cOttO~^'lOW,

MEAT!

Treet

Roast,

lb.

Hamburg,

lb.

Fowl,

lb.

Bacon,

lb.

Meats,

lb.

j

Royal Gold

.27

...................................................... can .42

MTGfrA8i.nl

.................... 5 lbs. .45

GRAPES ................
2 lbs. .25
TANGERINES ............. .. doz. .35
IGA

IGA

Orange Juice
Ige. tin, 29c

Blended Juice
Ige. tin, 29c

Sterling String Beans.............. 2 cans .31

Baxter Cream Style Corn .... can .17

lb., 69c

Juice Oranges, large size .... doz. .29

Oleo
Marlene

IGA

................ .. doz. .49

.27

Butter

FARM IRISH tram (tore «•

ONIONS

.22

Fish Bits......................................... Ib.

’X'

CAL. NAVELS—LARGE SIZE

ORANGES

lb.

Smith’s Whole Green Peas, 2 pkgs. .25

lb., 21c

MICHIGAN

Heavy Salt Pork........................

Yellow Cling Peaches .. No. 21/? can .24

i Boneless Oven

rim

Yellow Eyed Beans................... 2 lbs. .27

Franco-American Spaghetti, 2cans

I?1

RED EMPEROR

advantages of Utility Gas.

Pork Chops......................................... Ib. .45

Pork Sausage, 1 lb. roll.............. tb. .33
216 Main St.

"for better living”

installation. Let us show you why thousands of

Fork Roast, small loins.............. lb. .39

Pig Liver..............................................

Luncheon

pendable modem fueL No inconvenience lor

BOBILL’S

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY TRADING WITH US.
store Huuis—Open front 8.00 A. M. to 9.1HI P. M.
Including Sundays.

Sliced Bacon...................................... Ib. .43

Sweet Rasher

home ts equipped with this clean, speedy, de

discharges.

Hamburg

Fresh Native

Comfort and convenience are yours when your

Both the total payments for Old
Age Assistance and the number of
recipients contnued to amount in
November, accordiing to the statis
tical summary of the Health and
Welfare Department.
At the same time, the application
rate continued to increase, showing
a 55% raise over the corresponding
five month period in 1948. The
number of cases added to the OAA
rolls for the first five months of the
fiscal year showed an increase of
46 % over the same period in the
previous fiscal year. The average
payment per case was 25% higher
than for November of last year.
Old Age Assistance payments for
the month of November were $616,
656. an increase of 36'; over No
vember of 1948. The average grant
has increased $3.82 a month in a
year's period of time.
Commissioner Stevens said that
an analysis of cases recently ap
proved for payment indicated an in
creased number of persons making
application because unemployment
benefits had been exhausted In
addition, there was an increase In
the number of persons who have lost
employment through lay-offs and

Stewing Beef, lean........................

Selected Beef Cuts

HAS THE

Maine’s Payments In Month
Of November Amounted
To $616,656

Pot Roasts, boneless...................... lb. .55

GAS

HEATING

Carr’s Automotive Machine Shop

Old Age Assistance

"Again in 1950, this time for the
59th consecutivce year, newspapj
advertising will be the backbone of
our advertising program,’’ said J.
W. Colpitts, advertising manager of
the Salada Tea Company, as he ad
dressed the annual Sales Conven
tion of that organization held at
the Hotel Statler in Boston yester
day. “Not only that, we are going
to expand our newspaper advertis
ing substantially in 1950,” con
tinued Mr. Colpitts.
"Originally organized in 1892. th¥
Saiada Tea Company has grown
steadily during the intervening years
until today Salada is the largest
selling brand of tea and tea-bags in
North America.'' Mr. Colpitts went
on to say, "During the past year
our company has broken all previ
ous sales records, and 1949 marks
the greatest sales year in our entire
history."
"Credit for the outstanding growth
of our business to its present envi
able position must, of course, be at
tributed to a combination of many
circumstances," he pointed out,
"and most important among them is
our strict determination to maintain
a high standard of quality in our
product. From the standpoint of
advertising, however, newspaper ad
vertising, which has been used con
sistently day in and day out, week
after week, year after year, through
good times and bad, must be glvSi
the lion's share of the credit for the
growth of our business."
Mr. Colpitts added: "From time
to time we have run test campaigns
in practically all major advertising
media, but the results of each such
test have served only to convince
us still further that newspaper ad-'
vertising seems to work best for us.
In no small measure this may be due
to the fact that everybody is inter
ested in the news, and the only
place one can find all the news and
read it at his convenience is in the
newspapers.
"In addition,” he said, "newspaper
coverage is so complete that it
reaches into tlie smallest towns and
hamlets, and it would be difficult to
find a place that is beyond the in
fluence of newspapers."

The fact that some relatives, le
TENANT’FhTrBOR 9
gally responsible for the support of
Robert Anderson was home from
their aged parents, were now out of I annon, Wisconsin to spend the
work or that their earnings had holiday with his parents, Mr. and
been materially decreased was an Mrs. Anderson
other factor that resulted in the in
creased OAA costs, the Commission
the three largest in the United
er added. He also pointed out that States.
! Maine’s population group of age
LINCOLNVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Morton en ; 65 and over continued to be one of
Read The Courier-Gazette
tertained 12 Monday at a Christ
mas dinner. The men in the party
enjoyed a rabbit hunt in the aft
PRICES ARE LOW AT
ernoon. The Morton’s were guests
the previous day of their son. Al
len Morton.

Branded far Quality. Trbmnad for iSr

586 MAIN ST..

Old Proverbs

Statistics Of Life Insurance Are Usually Apt To Be True And Salada Tea Co. Gra
Company Destroy Popu
—But Others Have No
ciously Attributes It To
lar Belief
Merit
Newspaper Advertising

(By Janies Burnsi

Dec. 9
The price list fixed by local bar
bers who had recently joined a
union were as follows: Baard trim
ming. 10 and 15 cents: hair cuttin
and trimming 25 cents: cutting, 25
cents, shaving, 10 and 15 cents:
hair dressing. 10 cents; Sea Foam,
10 cents; shampoo. 25 cents; face
massage, 25 cents; neck shave, 5
cents. In Rockland there were 18
barber shops having from one to
five chairs.
The five masted schooner Samuel
J. Goucher was launched by H M.
& R. L. Bean in Camden yesterday.
In mentioning old bells cast by
Paul Revere, the Boston Globe was
called to task for failing to men
tion the bell in the tower of the
old church on the hill in Thomas
ton. ' This bell, cast by Paul Re
vere was purchased by Major Gen
eral Henry Knox, of Revolutionary
fame, in 1797, and presented to this
church
Dee. 10
A fish market was opened in the
Crawford building on Main street
in Thomaston by A. E. Arnold of
Rockland.
At the annual meeting of the
N. A. Burpee Hose Co., familiarly
known as the "Burps." these offi
cers were elected: Foreman, James
Walker: second foreman, R. H
Tl: mas; first pipeman, John Kirk
patrick: second pipeman. Freeman
Hamilton: third pipeman. George
Burton: fourth pipeman, Edwin
Walker; secretary. W. H. Maxey;
treasurer. W. I. Ayer.
Dee. 12

Some

Fruit
Cocktail
33c

Cabbage ..............................................

lb. .03

Cigarettes................................ 5 packs .98
We Want To Thank All Of Our Customers For Their
Past Business and Wish All
A HAPPY NEW YEAR

No. 2t~ can

T«u Can Have Your Orders Delivered For Z5c, within City Limit*
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

IGA

BOBILL’S MARKET

Salad
Dressing
pt. jar 27c

Corner Broadway and Pleasant Street
TELEPHONE 1218
4■

